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ABSTRACT
The total power generation in Uganda stands at 1,777 MW which is below phase two target of
2,325 MW of the National Development Plan (NDP II). To achieve the NDP II target while
ensuring sustainable development, requires the utilization of renewable energy particularly solar
photovoltaic (PV). Although photovoltaic technology in Uganda is relatively expensive due to
high upfront cost, the need to diversify the energy mix of the country thereby enhancing security
of supply is necessary, and forms the subject of this study. Uganda is endowed with solar energy
resource which can be used to generate electricity for isolated sites in rural areas, and can be
combined with the other available resources in the country in the form of hybrid renewable energy
systems. Eastern Uganda possesses minimal level of global solar irradiance (GHI) for PV
deployment, and approximately 5.15 kWh/m2/day. This study deals with the optimal sizing and
techno-economic analysis of PV/Wind hybrid system for Busitema Health Centre III. The load
demand for the health Centre was 3.979 kWh. The meteorological data used in this study was
obtained from the National Meteorological Centre. The Net Present Cost (NPC), as well as energy
output and Levelized Cost of Electricity (LCOE) of the optimal system was determined through
simulations using HOMER PRO x 643.13.2 software. For the design of an optimal system, various
combinations were obtained with solar PV, wind turbines, batteries, converters and diesel
generator from the HOMER optimization simulations. The sensitivity analysis revealed that as
electricity price increases, the NPC and LCOE increases for optimal system. The NPC also
increases with an increase in the electrical load demand due to the need for expansion of the
system. The results show that a solar PV-diesel hybrid system having configuration of 15.75 kW
Solar PV, 10 kW diesel generator, and 9 batteries, with a renewable energy fraction of 85.5% solar,
and a total electrical energy output of 26,231kWh/yr, gives the optimal configuration. The system
had a NPC of $22,427 with LCOE of $0.256/kWh. It was recommended that future research be
considered in extending such work to other similar potential sites. Overall, this study revealed that
location at coordinates of 0°28'01.0"N and 4°05'24.0"E is preferable for the PV deployment and a
hybrid power system can optimally serve Busitema Health Centre III.

Keywords: Renewable Energy, HOMER PRO, Hybrid Electric Systems, Off-Grid System, Health
Centre, Uganda
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.0 Background of the Study
Energy is the engine for the economic progress and development of any given society or country.
Access to energy is therefore a key factor in the socio-economic transformation of every country. The
Advisory Group on Energy and Climate Change (AGECC) defines energy access as: access to a
basic minimum threshold of modern energy services for consumption and productive uses. Access
to these modern energy services must be reliable and affordable, sustainable and where feasible,
with low GHG-emitting sources [1]. It is estimated that many people, particularly in the developing
world, lack access to modern energy services. Over 620 million people (almost two-thirds of
Africans), do not have access to electricity and nearly 730 million rely on traditional solid biomass
for cooking [2]. The proportion of the populace having access relies on a very expensive, lowquality supply [3]. The principal goal of African countries is to meet the growing energy demand
to cater for the rising population, and to ensure universal access to modern energy services with
respect to the environment.
Hybrid energy systems such as photovoltaic (PV)–wind systems, offer the most adequate solutions
for the electrification of remote areas; the combination and the ratio of the types of energy
technologies depend greatly on the resources locally available in each geographical area. These
resources can be evaluated only after a period of monitoring of the basic parameters such as wind
speed, solar radiation, and temperature, that are necessary for sizing and implementing renewable
energy systems. Optimization of the sized stand-alone photovoltaic–wind hybrid systems
guarantees the lowest investment with the use of renewable energies. Photovoltaic generators are
silent, inexhaustible, pollution-free and size-independent electric conversion efficiency. The PV
generators are excellent replacements to fossil fuels because of their non-effect on the
environment, but the power outputs are susceptible to variations in solar radiations. Therefore, the
intermittent nature of solar radiation limits the use of only PV power generators for off-grid
applications. In order to solve this problem, PV generators are hybridized with other energy
technologies such as wind, battery, diesel or fuel cell etc. Combining PV generators, wind turbines
and storages ensure a continuous supply of power.
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1.1 Energy Situation in Uganda
Uganda has the lowest per capita electricity consumption rates in the world [4]. The Ugandan
Power Sector Investment Plan estimates that a cumulative investment of about USD 9 billion (7.2
billion Euros) in funding, is needed between 2009 and 2030 to accommodate the rising electricity
demand, and to achieve universal access to electricity [5]. Uganda is richly endowed with diverse
energy resources which are fairly distributed throughout the country and namely: biomass,
hydropower, solar energy, geothermal energy, wind energy, thermal energy, and fossil fuels (crude
oil). Uganda has an energy mix with a significant contribution of approximately 95% from biomass
while Electricity and petroleum products contribute 4% and 1 % respectively [6]. The cost of
power produced to the final user is approximately US$0.11/kilowatt-hour, and is a high rate in the
East African Community [7]. According to World Data Atlas in 2017, the total primary energy
consumption of Uganda was 0.01 quadrillion Btu. The energy consumed is being sourced from
different energy sources ranging from fossil fuels, biomass, solar power, and hydro power among
others. Over 90% of the total consumed energy comes from biomass resources such as firewood
(78.6%), charcoal (5.6%), crop residue (4.7%) and electricity with only 1.4%, and the remaining
9.7% is from petroleum products used to power vehicles and thermal power plants [8].
1.2 Health Care System in Uganda
The Ugandan health sector is a decentralized system composed of national and district levels. The
health facilities are farther classified into seven levels based on the services they provide and the
catchment area they are intended to serve. The health facilities are designated as Health Centre
level one (HC I) to Health Centre Level four (HC IV); General hospital, Regional Referral hospital,
and National Referral hospital. The respective services provided at each of the levels and the
desired catchment area / populations are as in Table 1. There are Special clinics which are health
facilities with specialised services like The AIDS Support Organization (TASO) Sites offering
HIV related services only [9].
Table 1.1: Service Delivery by Each Level of Health Facility
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Level

Target

Community based preventive and Promotive Health

Health Centre I
(Clinics)

Serves Provided

1,000

Services. Village Health committee or similar status.
Preventive, Promotive and Outpatient Curative Health

Health Centre II

5,000

Services, outreach care, and emergency
Preventive, Promotive, Outpatient Curative, Maternity,

Health Centre III

20,000

inpatient Health Services and Laboratory services.
Preventive, Promotive Outpatient Curative, Maternity,

Health Centre IV

100,000

inpatient Health Services, Emergency surgery and Blood
transfusion and Laboratory services.
In addition to services offered at HC IV, other general

General

500,000

services will be provided. It will also provide in service
training, consultation and research to community based

Hospital

In addition to services offered at the general hospital,
Regional

2,000,000

specialist services will be offered, such as psychiatry, Ear,

Referral

Nose and Throat (ENT), Ophthalmology, dentistry,

Hospital

intensive care, radiology, pathology, higher level surgical

National

These provide comprehensive specialist services. In

Referral

10,000,000

addition, they are involved in teaching and research.

Hospital

1.3 Demography of Uganda
1.3.1 Geographical Location and Size of Uganda
Uganda is a landlocked country located in the East African Region. It is bordered by Kenya to the
East, South Sudan to the North, Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) to the West, Rwanda to the
South West, and Tanzania to the South. Uganda lies across the equator at latitude 4°12’N & 1°29’S
and longitude 29°34’E & 35°0’E. It covers a total surface area of 241,550.7 km2 out of which the
area under land is 200,523.2 km2. Uganda has a minimum altitude is 620 m above sea level while
the maximum altitude is 5,111 m above sea level [10], this is shown in Figure 1.1.
3

Figure 1.1: Location and Physical Features of Uganda [4]

1.3.2 Climate
Most regions of Uganda experience four well-marked seasons every year namely, two dry seasons
and two wet seasons. The variations in mean temperature and annual rainfall are experienced
across the country as a result of differences in altitude, landscape, as well as proximity to water
bodies [11]. Lying at the equator, Uganda has a warm climate. Average temperatures vary little
throughout the year, ranging from 20–27 °C depending on location and altitude. Temperatures are
highest from December to March and lowest from June to October. Most part of Uganda receives
an annual rainfall of at least 1,000 mm, but as with temperature this varies by location [12].

1.3.3 Demography of Uganda
The population censuses in Uganda have been conducted after every ten years since 1911. The
population of Uganda was estimated as 40.3 million in 2019, as opposed to the 34.6 million in the
recent population census of 2014 with a population density of 174 persons per km2 and the annual
population growth rate between 2002 and 2014 censuses of 3.03 percent [10]. The 2019 Human
Development Report shows that Uganda has a Human Development Index (HDI) value of 0.528,
4

and is ranked 159 out of 189 countries and the life expectancy at birth is 63 years [13].

1.3.4 Economic Development of Uganda
Uganda has a GDP of 27.9 billion USD and per capita GDP of 666.6 USD while the estimated
growth rate is 5.8% according to 2018 National Budget of Uganda. Agriculture is the backbone of
Uganda’s economy and contributes about 26% to the national GDP. The total budget of Uganda
was UGX 32.7 trillion for 2018/2019 financial year and out of which Energy & Minerals sector
was allocated 9.7% (i.e., UGX 2.438 trillion). The major economic activity is agriculture, which
employs about 68% of the population; most of the agricultural practices are however, carried out
on a subsistence scale [14].

1.4 The Policies and Institutional Framework of Uganda’s Power Sector
Energy Policy of Uganda as set up in September 2002, shows the government’s commitment to
the development and use of renewable energy resources for both small- and large-scale
applications. The goal of this policy is to meet the energy needs of Uganda’s population for social
and economic development in an environmentally sustainable manner. The key objectives of this
policy are to: (i) publish a standardized Power Purchase Agreement (PPA) with feed-in-tariffs
determined periodically, (ii) create a renewable energy department, (iii) promote collaboration
with the National Forestry Authority (NFA) and Ministry of Agriculture, Animal Industry, and
Fisheries (MAAIF), the growing of energy crops, (iv) develop appropriate legislation, and (v)
provide financial incentives for the production of biofuels [15]. Renewable Energy Policy for
Uganda released in March 2007, set out the government’s policy vision, goals, principles, and
objectives for promoting sustainable utilization of renewable energy in Uganda. The vision of the
policy for renewable energy is to make modern renewable energy a substantial part of the national
energy consumption [16]. The Government of Uganda regulates power policy which is impartially
liberalized with room for private players to provide other related services. However, the
transmission segment remains a government preserve under Uganda Electricity Transmission
Company Limited. The main players in the energy sector of Uganda are the government through
the Ministry of Energy and Mineral Development, development partners, and the private sector.
The government provides overall policy direction, while implementations take place at different
5

agency level such as the: Electricity Regulatory Authority (ERA), the Atomic Energy Council
(AEC), Electricity Disputes Tribunal (EDT), Rural Electrification Board (REB), Rural
Electrification Agency (REA), Uganda Electricity Generation Company Ltd (UEGCL), Uganda
Electricity Transmission Company Ltd (UETCL), Uganda Electricity Distribution Company Ltd
(UEDCL), Uganda Energy Credit Capitalization Company (UECCC) [17].

1.4.1 Energy Act of Uganda
The Electricity Act 1999 of Uganda establishes the Electricity Regulatory Authority (ERA). By
virtue of the Electricity Act of 1999, different statutory instruments have been issued which
include: The Electricity Regulations for Installation Permits of 2003, the Electricity Regulations
for License Fees of 2003, the Electricity Regulations for Primary Grid Code of 2003, the Electricity
Regulations for Quality of Service Code of 200,3, the Electricity Regulations for Safety Code of
2003, and the Electricity Regulations for Tariff Code of 2003. The Uganda’s Petroleum Act of
1964 governs the downstream industry in the petroleum sub-sector, while the Petroleum
Exploration and Production Act of 1985 regulate the upstream activities in the petroleum subsector [16]. According to the UBOS report of 2019, the total installed capacity of electricity power
sources increased by 5 % from 937.8 MW in 2017 to 984.5 MW in 2018, while the national on
grid energy generated increased by 6.2 percent from 3,801.4 GWh in 2017 to 4,038.8 GWh in
2018. Article 56 of the Electricity Act 1999 obliges the authorities to publish standardized tariffs
based on the avoided cost of the system for sales to the grid, of electricity generated from
renewable energy systems of up to a maximum capacity of 20 MW [16]
1.4.2 Rural Electrification Master Plan
In Uganda, rural electrification is the mandate of a semi-governmental Rural Electrification
Agency (REA), which was set up under the Ministry of Energy and Mineral Development
(MEMD) and has been operational since 2003. The government has targeted the year 2022 to
achieve 26% electricity access in rural areas of Uganda, which is about 1,300,000 grid consumers
and 140,000 PV connections [18]. The main objective of Uganda’s Rural Electrification Strategy
and Plan (RESP) 2013-2022 is to achieve an accelerated pace of electricity access and service
penetration to meet national development goals during the planning period and beyond. The
strategy of the Government is to achieve a rural electrification access of 26% by 2022. The pace
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of acceleration expected in the RESP also projects access to be at 51% by 2030, and100% by 2040
[19]. The RESP identifies the need to develop standardized procedures for small power producers,
as small systems can play a key role in rural electrification, especially due to the dispersed nature
of demand in Uganda, thus suggesting that mini-grids are the least-cost solution. The strategy is
being implemented through a combination of approaches such as grid extension, mini-grids in
concentrated settlements, and PV standalone systems in dispersed and isolated settlements.
1.4.3 Feed-in Tariff Policy
To promote the development and use of renewable energy sources in Uganda, the government
developed a feed-in-tariff (FIT) structure. A Feed-in-Tariff is an instrument for promoting private
sector generation of electricity from renewable energy sources. The standardized FITs are
established in accordance with the provision of the Electricity Act 1999. Under the Renewable
Energy Policy (2007), a Renewable Energy Feed-in-Tariff (REFIT) was initially established in
Uganda which ran from 2007 to 2009. It was reviewed in 2010 and a new tariff was developed
based on updated Levelized costs of production that was also later reviewed in 2012. The REFIT
applies to small-scale renewable energy systems of prescribed priority technologies, up to a
maximum installed project capacity of 20 MW and greater than 0.5 MW as defined by the
Electricity Act 1999. The REFIT is managed and implemented by ERA as part of its mandate
under the Electricity Act of 1999. The ERA board approved 0.11 USD/kWh as the FIT for solar
power in April 2014 [20].
1.5 Problem Statement
Efforts to improve access to green and sustainable energy in developing countries have generated
a lot of attention in the recent past. Globally, ensuring access to affordable, reliable sustainable
and modern energy for all is Sustainable Development Goal 7 of the 17 SDGs adopted under the
United Nations’ post-2015 development agenda. At a national level, many countries have adopted
similar initiatives to encourage and speed up access to, and use of modern energy services. In
Uganda, energy access objectives, strategies, and interventions have been included in previous and
current National Development Plans. The government of Uganda has set her objectives in the
energy and renewable energy policies, which are: to meet the energy needs of Uganda’s population
for socio-economic development in an environmentally sustainable manner and to increase the use
of modern renewable energy sources from the current 4% to 61% [21]. However, even with such
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efforts, millions of people in the country still lack access to reliable and modern energy services.
The uncontrollable nature of renewable energy resources, high initial investment costs, and
dependency on weather conditions result in combining different renewable resources to form a
‘hybrid system’ which can be flexible, cost effective, reliable and efficient. Although, the
government of Uganda has tried to increase the electricity access, there is still a problem of power
blackouts which needs to be addressed by using a hybrid power system, since the country is
endowed with solar and also with moderate wind energy potential. Hence, the techno-economic
analysis of hybrid systems will ensure that a right combination of resources is chosen.
1.6 Research Hypothesis
An optimally designed solar PV–wind hybrid system can supply electricity to meet the power
needs of Busitema Health Centre III, sustainably and at low cost.
1.7 Research Questions
Answers to the following questions will help in achieving the objectives of this research.
1. What is the energy demand of Busitema Health Centre III?
2. Is it possible to design a hybrid PV-wind system for Busitema Healthy Centre III?
3. What is the suitable hybrid power system configuration that sustainably and optimally
meets the energy needs of Busitema Healthy Centre III, considering the available energy
potential?
4. Can the electricity from the suggested hybrid energy system be able to compete with the
one from the national grid?
1.8 Aim and Objectives
The aim of this research is to design an optimally sized cost-effective PV–wind hybrid system to
meet the electricity demand of Busitema Health Centre III (in Eastern Uganda), in an affordable,
reliable, and sustainable way. In meeting this aim, the following specific objectives are to be
examined:
1. To investigate the energy demand of Busitema Health Centre III in Busia Eastern Uganda.
2. To model the different physical components that build up the hybrid power system.
3. To simulate and optimize various Renewable technologies using HOMER Pro software.
4. To perform a techno-economic analysis of the hybrid electricity generation system of the
case study.
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1.9 Significance of the Study
Renewable energy and energy efficiency are critical for stabilizing climate change and to reach
universal access to energy, through an integrated approach [22]. To ensure that global warming
remains below 2°C, it is critical to accelerate deployment of renewable energy (RE) and energy
efficiency (EE) techniques to de-carbonize energy supply. This is thus one need to focus this
research on RE technologies. An optimally designed solar PV–wind hybrid system will be a
reliable solution for providing power to Busitema Health Centre III. This work is of utmost
importance to the country due to the fact that it will reduce the heavy reliance on the power from
the national grid that is characterized by continuous blackouts. This will also help in supplying
power at reasonable costs and in an environmentally friendly way. This research will improve
knowledge in the field of power generation and register a way forward towards more affordable
green power generation technologies. The results from the analysis of the system will be used for
conducting similar designs across different hospitals in rural communities of the country.
1.10 Scope of the Study
The research was limited to modelling and optimization towards finding the optimum hybrid
energy system (HES) configuration for the techno-economic analysis of stand-alone solar PV–
wind power system. An optimization process was carried out using HOMER pro software.
Busitema Health Centre III, in Busia district Eastern Uganda was used as the case study.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Introduction
This chapter will include current information on energy production and energy/renewable energy
resource assessment of Uganda. An overview of energy access in Uganda will be conducted
alongside the rural electrification plan of Uganda. An extensive literature review will be conducted
on Hybrid Renewable Energy System (HRES) and its components, their working principles and
existing technologies. Mini-grid and micro-grid systems will also be explained. Finally, this
chapter will review different relevant energy modelling tools, their application in different hybrid
projects and applications of Artificial Intelligence in HRES modelling.
2.2 Energy Resources in Uganda
Uganda is endowed with substantial and diverse energy resources of both renewable and
conventional in nature, that are equitably distributed throughout the country. The prominent
resources include: biomass, hydro-power, solar energy, geothermal energy, wind energy, peat, and
crude oil/petroleum (recently discovered). Recent estimates put Uganda’s hydropower potential at
about 2000 MW spreading across large, small, and mini-hydro sites across the country. Uganda
has an average solar irradiation of 5.1 kWh/m2/day on a horizontal surface; this quantity is very
suitable for photovoltaic applications. Solar energy potential is highest in the semi-arid areas in
the north-east and lowest in the mountain ranges of south-west [23]. The biomass potential for
Uganda is estimated to be over 284 million tonnes of standing biomass stock. Biomass
cogeneration potential is also estimated to be 1650 MW. Other resource potentials include
geothermal (450 MW), peat (800 MW), and an approximate 3 billion barrels of crude oil [17].
2.2.1 Conventional Energy Resources
2.2.1.1 Crude Oil
In 2006, the government of Uganda confirmed the existence of economically viable petroleum
reserves in the Albertine Region. In 2014, it was estimated that there were 6.5 billion barrels of oil
in the Albertine Region; the recoverable oil was predicted to lie between the range of 1.8 and 2.2
billion barrels. The oil production was projected to reach heights of between 200,000 and 250,000
bpd based on present discoveries. Peak production is projected to last for ten years and commercial
production will have a lifespan of 30 years based on present discoveries and prevailing technology.
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Unfortunately, since the initial discovery of the oil in 2006, Uganda has struggled to make the
Final Investment Decision.

2.2.1.2 Natural Gas
After discovering oil in 2006 at the Albertine region, natural gas reserves were also discovered.
Natural gas can be associated gas (found in combination with oil), or non-associated (i.e.,
independent natural gas reservoir). The associated gas recognized in Uganda as at 2017 was
projected to reach 170 billion cubic feet (bcf), while non-associated gas was projected to be 500
billion cubic feet [24].

2.2.1.3 Peat Resources
A significant amount of peat resources also exists in Uganda, of which about 25 million tons is
viable for power generation and corresponding to 800 MW of potential capacity for 50 years.
Using the best commercially available Circulating Fluidized Bed (CFB) technology with 16%
conversion efficiency, the power generating potential from peat in Uganda would amount to about
10,300 GWh [6].

2.2.2 Renewable Energy Resources
Uganda has various renewable energy resources that are widely available in different parts of the
country, and with different potentials.

2.2.2.1 Solar Energy
Solar energy can be converted to electricity on and off-grid through photovoltaic or concentrated
solar power (CSP) technology. Uganda is endowed with favourable solar radiation ranging from
1,825 kWh/m2/year to 2,500 kWh/m2/year. About 200,000 km2 of Uganda’s land area has solar
radiation exceeding 2,000 kWh/m2/year (5.48 kWh/m2/day) this is a high potential for solar power
investment. According to available solar data, it is shown that the solar energy resource in the
country is high during the whole year which is so because of Uganda lies at the equator. Figure
2.1 shows the solar map of Uganda. The solar radiation is found to be very high in the North-East
and very low in the mountainous areas especially in the east and South-West. However, as you
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move away from the Equator, solar radiation varies up to a maximum of 20%. Uganda has an
estimated 200 MW potential of electrical capacity from solar [25].

Figure 2.1: Solar Map of Uganda [26]
2.2.2.2 Wind Energy
From meteorological records, most areas in Uganda have moderate wind speed ranging from 2 m/s
to about 4 m/s, and with an average of about 3 m/s. In flat surfaces like around Lake Victoria and
the Karamoja region, including tops of hilly areas, the speed varies and may reach about 6 m/s,
which is sufficient to run wind generators. Wind map of Uganda is shown in Figure 2.2. However,
the contribution of wind energy to national energy needs is often downplayed by government
technocrats arguing that the lower wind speeds are the ones most predominant in the country and
therefore making wind energy less resourceful. Also, the wind speeds were recorded at low
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meteorological heights and not the standard 10 meters, hence, the wind speed may be much higher
than indicated [27]. Commercially available wind speeds are found in Tororo, Soroti and Busia
(Eastern Uganda), Pader (West Nile) and Nakapiripirit (North-Eastern Uganda).

Figure 2.2: Wind Map of Uganda [28]
2.2.2.3 Hydropower
Currently, hydro power contributes 85% electricity to the country’s national grid. Discrepancies
in water flow cause substantial variations between installed capacity (683 MW) and actual
generation (300 to 350 MW). The hydro-power potential in Uganda is estimated to be about
2,000MW, and located mostly along the Nile river [29].
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2.2.2.4 Geothermal
Uganda is in the East African Rift Valley; this location gave the country a potential advantage for
geothermal energy exploitation. The country has more than 40 geothermal sites that have been
assessed. The geothermal capacity of Uganda at this investigation phase is predicted to be 450
MW. Geothermal exploitation is expected to commence soon at three sites including KatweKikorongo, Buranga, and Kibiro (Figure 2.3), in the Western part of the country [6], [17].

Figure 2.3: Existing Geothermal Sites in Uganda [28]
2.2.2.5 Biomass
Biomass (firewood, charcoal, crop residues, and bagasse) is the major energy source used in
Uganda. It has an average demand of 44 million tonnes per year; this accounts for 94% of the total
energy consumption in the country, thereby contributing approximately 6% to the country’s Gross
Domestic Product (GDP). Charcoal is largely used in towns for cooking; its utilization increased
from 245 ktoe in 2000 to 1,552 ktoe in 2015. Firewood, agro-residues, and wood wastes are widely
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used in the villages. The total biomass stock is 284.1 million tons, but the sustainable potential
supply of the entire biomass is 45 million tons [30]. The major sources are hardwood plantations,
which consist of eucalyptus (50%), pine trees (33%) and cypresses (17%). Fuel wood is the
greatest consumed primary fuel, with yearly consumption of approximately 28 million tonnes. The
accessible sustainable wood biomass is 26 million tons [31]. Currently, biomass in the form of
wood is exploited unsustainably. About 44 million tonnes/year of woody biomass is harvested but
the available forests can only produce 26 million tonnes of biomass/year in a sustainable manner
[32].

2.3 Existing Energy Technologies and Projects in Uganda
2.3.1 Solar Energy Technology
Three solar technologies are currently available, including photovoltaic (PV) cells, concentrating
solar panel (CSP) and solar heating and cooling (SHC) technology.

2.3.1.1 Solar Heating and Cooling (SHC)
This technology is mainly preferred for large-scale plants with clear skies, i.e., under an intense
sun. SHC directly extracts thermal energy straight from the sun to heat and cool residential or
commercial buildings.

2.3.1.2 Concentrated Solar Power (CSP) Technology
Concentrated Solar Power (CSP) system utilizes concentrating lenses and mirrors to focus direct
solar irradiation on a small area. The concentrated radiation can be applied to generate electricity
indirectly. The absorbed heat from solar irradiation is used via thermodynamic cycles to produce
electricity. Electrical power is produced when the concentrated heat drives a heat engine (usually
a steam turbine) connected to an electrical power generator. It is possible to generate electricity
even in the absence of the sun, which serves as the main advantage when compared to PV
technologies. The conversion efficiency of CSP ranges from 20% to 24%. This technology is
mainly ideal for comparatively large-scale plants.
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2.3.1.3 Photovoltaic Solar Energy Technology
Photovoltaic (PV) solar cells directly convert sunlight into electricity, using the photovoltaic effect
[33]. A PV system consists of PV cells that are grouped together to form a PV module, and the
auxiliary components (balance of system - BOS), including the inverter and controls among other.
A PV array used in the PV system is the complete power-generating unit, consisting of any number
of PV modules and panels. A PV module consists of PV cell circuits (Figure 2.4) sealed in an
environmentally protective laminate; panels include one or more PV modules assembled as a prewired, field-installable unit.

Figure 2.4: Photovoltaic Cell [34]
The PV modules are connected in series and in parallel to scale-up the voltage and current, in order
to obtain the expected power output levels. The maximum power point tracking system is used to
extract the maximum power from the PV arrays. The PV market is largely dominated by crystalline
silicon solar cells (monocrystalline or polycrystalline, shown in Figure 2.5) with a rate of almost
80%. Other than this, many other technologies are already available or under research. For
example, thin film solar cells (Figure 2.6) are making their way to the PV market due to the low
cost of manufacturing and ease of production.

2.3.1.3.1 Types of Photovoltaic Solar Cells
2.3.1.3.1a Crystalline Silicon-Based Solar Cell
Crystalline silicon (c-Si) modules account for 85 to 90% of the actual global annual market [35].
The availability and low cost of silicon make it a prominent choice of material. In addition, it is
characterized by its low coefficient of absorption, and low energy band gap. Crystalline silicon is
divided into monocrystalline and polycrystalline.
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2.3.1.3.1b Monocrystalline Silicon
This is the base material used in all electronic equipment today; its cells are characterized by a
high purity and obtained by Czochralski process and zone melting methods. The silicon used is
cut from one large crystal. The internal structure is highly ordered, which allows electrons to move
easily through it. This type of silicon makes it possible to produce high efficiency PV cells (26.1%
in laboratory). The practical conversion efficiency of these cells ranges from 13% to 17% and with
lifespan of 25 to 30 years[36].

2.3.1.3.1c Polycrystalline Silicon
This is cheaper since it is of a lower quality, and generally obtained by directional or progressive
solidification of silicon ingots. It contains more impurities (metal impurities, oxygen, carbon, etc.).
It is made from the combination of many silicon crystals [37]. Consequently, the conversion
efficiency is lower than the monocrystalline silicon technology. Polycrystalline silicon cells have
an efficiency ranging from 10% to 14% and lifespan between 20 and 25 years [36]. The multijunction solar cells have a much higher efficiency of 46% at laboratory level.

2.3.1.3.1d Amorphous Silicon
These solar cells belong to the category of silicon thin-film, where one or several layers of
photovoltaic material are deposited onto a substrate; their low power output limits their use to
small applications only. The first generation of thin film solar cells produced was a-Si. To reach
higher efficiencies, thin amorphous and microcrystalline silicon cells have been combined as thin
hybrid silicon cells. With II-VI semiconductor compounds, other thin film technologies have been
developed, including cadmium telluride (CdTe) and copper-indium-gallium-diselenide (CIGS).
Cadmium Telluride (CdTe) and Perovskite PV cells have witnessed an increase in efficiency,
reaching 22.1% and 22.7%, respectively [38].
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Figure 2.5: Photovoltaic Technology classes [39]

Figure 2.6: Different Types of Solar Panels [40]

2.3.1.3.2 Photovoltaic Module Performance
The total energy output (Wattage) of a photovoltaic module equals its output voltage multiplied
by its operating current. Unlike voltage sources such as batteries which produce current at
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relatively constant voltage, photovoltaic modules may produce current over a wide range of
voltages. The output characteristics of a module are characterized by performance curve called an
I-V Curve that shows the relation between current and voltage output as shown in Figure 2.7 [41].

Figure 2.7: The Characteristic Curve of a PV Module [42]

Characteristics of the I-V curve:
1. Maximum Power Point (MPP/ Pmax): labelled Vmp, Imp on the I-V curve; this is the operating
point at which the maximum output will be produced by the module at operating conditions
indicated above i.e. 𝐏𝐦𝐚𝐱 = 𝐈𝐦𝐩 × 𝐕𝐦𝐩
2. The Open Circuit Voltage (Voc): The maximum potential voltage achieved when no current is
being drawn from the module. As shown in Figure 2.7, the open circuit voltage (VOC) occurs
when there is no current passing through the cell i.e., V (at I=0) = VOC; VOC is also the maximum
voltage difference across the cell for a forward-bias sweep in the power quadrant.
VOC= VMAX for forward-bias power quadrant.
3. The Short Circuit Current (Isc): The maximum current output which could be reached by the
module under the conditions of a circuit with no resistance. The short circuit current ISC
corresponds to the short circuit condition when the impedance is low. and calculated when the
voltage equals 0 i.e., I = ISC at V=0
4. Maximum power operating current (Imp): The current for the cell corresponding to the
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maximum power point on the array’s current-voltage (I-V) curve.
5. Maximum power voltage (Vmp): The voltage at the maximum power point on the array’s current
voltage

(I-V)

curve.

6. Fill Factor (FF): A measure of the quality of the solar cell. It is calculated by comparing the
maximum power to the theoretical power (PT) that would be output at both the open circuit voltage
and

short

circuit

current

together

i.e.,

𝑭𝑭

=

(𝑰𝒎𝒑

×

𝑽𝒎𝒑)/

(𝑰𝒔𝒄

×

𝑽𝒐𝒄).

7. Efficiency (η) is the ratio of the electrical power output corresponding to the maximum power
(Pmax), compared to the solar power input (Pin). To get maximum efficiency, solar cell should be
operated at its maximum power i.e., =𝑷𝒎𝒂𝒙/𝑷𝒊𝒏.

2.3.1.3.3 Effect of Irradiance on PV Module I-V Characteristics
The solar irradiation, which is the measure of the sun’s energy, has an influence on performance
of PV cell due to its time variation. The quantity of irradiance decreases in hazy (cloudy) days and
becomes reduced on overcast days. The solar cell current, which is directly proportional to the
solar irradiance is the most affected parameter. In contrast, the voltage varies slightly and is usually
ignored [43]. The biggest influence on the power output of a solar panel is naturally caused by the
variation of sunlight; hence, output power is almost linearly proportional to incident solar
irradiation. Therefore, irradiation directly affects the short circuit current (Isc) of the PV cell; it
has little/no impact on the open circuit voltage (Voc).

2.3.1.3.4 Effect of Temperature on PV Module I-V Characteristics
Temperature affects the electricity flow in the electrical circuit. This is done by changing the speed
at which electrons move. The voltage parameters are affected by the module temperature. As
temperature increases, the open circuit voltage of the photovoltaic cell decreases and the short
circuit current slightly rises. Both the open-circuit voltage (Voc) and the maximum voltage (Vm)
decrease when the module temperature decreases. This can be explained by the increase in the
circuit resistance. The decrease in the silicon solar cell is around 2 mV/°C and the temperature
effect on the Maximum Power Output (Pmax) is -0.005 mW/°C. Under the STC, the conversion
efficiency of the PV panel is decreased by about 0.40 - 0.50 % for each degree rise in temperature
[44].
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2.3.1.3.5 Solar PV Orientation and Tilt Angle
The tilt angle or slope of the PV array varies depending on the location of its mounting. Previous
studies demonstrate that the basic routine that regards to mounting sunlight-based modules is to
have them at a fixed angle with reference to the ground since it is the least complex and least
expensive alternative (Table 2.1). Angle of tilt equals to the latitude of the location, and the correct
azimuth will empower the solar array to extract maximum radiation when irradiance is high
between 10 AM and 4.30 PM in many areas [45].

Table 2.1: Recommended Fixed Angles for Solar Modules
Latitude Angle

Recommended Angle

Latitude < 15 degrees

15 degrees

15 degrees < Latitude < 20 degrees Latitude
20 degrees < Latitude < 35 degrees Latitude +10 degrees
35 degrees < Latitude

Latitude + 15 degrees

2.3.1.3.6 Effect of Humidity
The efficiency of the PV module is affected by relative humidity. Relative humidity has an impact
on the current, voltage, and power output. When the relative humidity drops, the power and
efficiency increase. Furthermore, Monocrystalline panels, compared to other technologies, deliver
the highest efficiency in situations where relative humidity decreases [46].

2.3.1.3.7 Major Solar Energy Projects in Uganda
In 2016, the Electricity Regulatory Authority licensed two major solar power stations, each having
capacity to generate 10MW. The Soroti solar power plant is a fixed tilt solar PV power plant; the
project is a partnership between the government of Uganda and the Netherlands Development
Bank, and cost USD 19 million. The project is estimated to reduce carbon emissions of Uganda
by 264,355 tons per annum. The Tororo PV Solar Plant was built in 2017 in eastern Uganda (10
km from the border of Kenya) on an area of 14hectares. The project was funded by the Dutch
development bank and consists of 32,240 photovoltaic panels with a capacity of 10MW to provide
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energy needs for 35,838 households. The Plant is promoting clean industrial development in the
town of Tororo, and at the same time reducing global warming by saving more than 7,200 tons of
CO2 emissions into the atmosphere per year. The project cost was a USD 19.6 million investment
[25]. In January 2019, a 20MW Kabulasoke PV power plant with 68,000 solar modules was
commissioned in Gombe district. Apart from these utility scale solar plants, there are other small
PV mini- and micro-grid projects as shown in Figure 2.8.

Figure 2.8: Small PV Projects in Uganda [47]

2.3.2 Wind Energy Technology
The amount of energy in the wind available for utilization by the turbine increases with the cube
of wind speed; therefore, a 10% increase in wind speed corresponds to a 33% increase in available
energy [48]. A wind turbine plays a crucial role in wind energy technology. A wind turbine is a
machine which converts wind power into electricity, and it consists principally of a rotor, an
electric generator, and a gearbox. The energy conversion in current wind turbines is done in two
processes: (i) the rotor first extracts the kinetic energy of wind by means of friction between the
air and its blades, (ii) with the help of a shaft, the rotor converts the kinetic energy into mechanical
torque, while the generator then converts the mechanical energy into electricity [49]. Although this
working principle sounds rather straightforward, wind turbines are complex systems and require
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knowledge of aerodynamics, mechanical, civil, electrical and control engineering. Given the
working principle of wind turbines, the power generated is inherently dependent on the wind speed
[50]. The theoretical mechanical power extracted from the wind can be calculated using Equation
(2.1):
1

𝑃 = 2 𝜌𝛼 𝐴 𝑇 𝑣 3

(2.1)

The actual electrical power that is obtainable from a wind turbine is given in Equation (2.2):
1

𝑃 = (𝐶𝑝 𝜀𝑔 𝜀𝑏 ) 2 𝜌𝛼 𝐴 𝑇 𝑣 3

(2.2)

where,
P = Power in Watts (646W = 1hp) (1,000W = 1kW)
𝜌𝛼 = air density (about 1.225Kg/m3 at sea level, decrease with altitude)
𝐴 𝑇 = rotor swept area, exposed to the wind (m2)
𝐶𝑝 = Coefficient of performance, also called power coefficient
𝑣 = wind speed in m/s (20mph = 9m/s)
𝜀𝑔 = generator efficiency
𝜀𝑏 = gearbox/bearings efficiency
The wind speed is important for operation of a wind turbine. When the wind speed exceeds the
cut-in value, the wind turbine generator will start generating power. If the wind speed exceeds the
rated speed of the wind generator, it generates constant output power, and if the wind speed exceeds
the cut-out value, the wind turbine generator stops running to protect the generator.
2.3.2.1 Types of Wind Turbines
Wind turbines can be classified in terms of the axis around which the turbine blades rotate; this
includes: the horizontal axis wind turbines (HAWT) and the vertical axis wind turbine (VAWT).
2.3.2.1.1 Horizontal Axis Wind Turbines (HAWTS)
These machines are called HAWTs because the rotor’s rotation axis is horizontal, parallel to the
wind direction. They generally comprise propellers with two or three blades, or multi-blade
propellers for water pumping (Figure 2.9). They are the most widespread machines due to: (i) their
superior performance to that of all other machines, (ii) they have a high efficiency, and (iii) they
are simple to design. Turbines can have two or more number of rotor blades groups in their
propeller.
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Figure 2.9: HAWTs with three Rotor Blades [51]

2.3.2.1.2 Vertical Axis Wind Turbines (VAWTs)
They were the first to be developed for electricity production, and their axis of rotation is vertical
and perpendicular to the wind direction. They have a main advantage over HAWTs by having the
control devices and the generator on the ground, which means they are easily accessible for
maintenance activities. Moreover, they are suitable for all wind speeds and do not require
orientation. Savonius and Darrieus are the two most known VAWTs (Figure 2.10).
2.3.2.1.2a Savonius
The Savonius wind turbine mainly comprises two half-cylinders whose axes are offset with respect
to each other. Like paddle machines, it uses basically the drag to turn. This machine has two
advantages:
1. It is simple to manufacture.
2. It starts with wind speeds of around 2 m/s.

2.3.2.1.2b Darieus
The Darrieus wind turbine was named after its inventor, it is basically a rotor whose shape is
reminiscent of an eggbeater. This machine is well adapted for electricity supply. However, its main
drawback is the fact that it cannot start alone.
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a)

b)
Figure 2.10: Vertical Axis Wind Turbine (a) Darieus, (b) Savonius [52]
2.3.3 Hydro Power Project
The government of Uganda is investing in hydropower infrastructure to meet the increasing
demand for energy, thereby lowering production costs, improving on the country’s
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competitiveness and increasing access to electricity. Some of the developed hydropower plant in
Uganda include: Nalubaale (formally known as Owen Falls Hydropower Station) is 180 MW,
Kiira (200 MW) and Bujagali (250MW); these are the large hydropower plants before 2018, before
the commissioning of 183 MW Isimba hydropower project and the 600 MW Karuma hydropower
plant. Several small hydropower sites with a potential of about 210 MW have also been identified
through different studies (NPA, 2015). Some of the small-hydro power stations are: Kuluva (120
kW), Kagando (60 kW), Mubuku I (5.4 MW), Mobuku II (14 MW), Mobuku III (10.5 MW),
Kanungu (6.4 MW), Mpanga (18 MW), and Kisiizi (300 kW). These small hydro plants supply
electricity to remote hospitals and small isolated communities [17]. Studies on a 600 MW Ayago
hydropower project is ongoing. Other potential sites for hydropower that are expected to be
established soon include the Kalangala with a potential capacity of 450 MW, Oriang with a
potential capacity of 400 MW, Kiba with a potential capacity of 300 MW, and Murchison Falls
with a potential capacity of 600 MW.

2.4 Electrification Access Rates and Prices in Uganda
The National electrification access rate of Uganda is about 26.1%, with 54.8% in urban and 19.9%
in rural areas [6]. The national development plan of the government of Uganda targets to bring
grid access to 30% of the population by 2020 and 80% by 2040, with a goal of increasing percapita electricity consumption to 578 kWh by 2020 and 3,668 kWh by 2040 [17].

2.5 Off-grid Electrification
2.5.1 Hybrid Renewable Energy Systems (HRES)
A hybrid renewable energy system (HRES) is a combination of multiple types of renewable energy
sources such as solar, wind, biomass, geothermal, hydropower and other auxiliary power
components like inverter and battery. The basic working principles of HRES components are
briefly described as shown in Figure 2.11. The description is limited to a selection of the most
important components that are used in this work, namely: PV systems, wind turbine, and energy
storage systems. A hybrid energy system integrates different energy sources to form a single
system such that the weakness of some energy sources is complemented by the strengths of other
energy sources. For instance, a PV hybrid system, wind hybrid system, and PV–wind hybrid
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systems are employed to meet the load demand. Once the power resources (solar and wind energy)
are sufficient, the excess power generated is supplied to the battery until it is fully charged. Thus,
the battery comes into play when the renewable energy sources (PV–wind etc.) power is not able
to satisfy the load demand until the storage is depleted. In order to evaluate the maximum output
from each component of the PV – wind hybrid system, the single component is first modeled,
thereafter the combination needed to meet the required need, can then be evaluated.

Figure 2.11: A Schematic Diagram of Solar Wind Hybrid System [53]

2.5.1.1 Photovoltaic System
In a photovoltaic (PV) system, the sunlight is converted into electricity without the use of any heat
engine. Solar PV systems can be classified based on the end-use application of the technology.
There are two main types of solar PV systems namely; grid-connected (or grid-tied) and off-grid
(or stand-alone) solar PV systems [54]. They are used as a power source for remote buildings,
communications, satellites, water pumping, space vehicles, reverse osmosis plants, and for even
utility-scale power plants. A solar PV system consists of various PV modules that are
interconnected in series and/or parallel circuits to produce higher voltages, currents and power
levels, being complemented by other components such as inverters, Maximum Power Point
Trackers (MPPT), and charge controllers.
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2.5.1.2 Wind Turbine
A suitable wind-turbine model is very important for wind power output simulations. Usually, a
wind turbine power - speed curve shown in figure 2.12 is used to describe the performance of wind
turbines, namely the power output of a wind turbine at a specific wind speed [55]. The power –
speed curve is given by the manufacturer and usually describes the real power transferred from the
wind generator to AC bus [56]. When wind speed V is less than the cut-in wind speed Vcut−in,
the wind turbine will not work, and no wind power will be generated. When V is located in between
Vcut−in and rated wind speed Vrated, the output power increases as the wind speed increases and
finally the output power reaches a constant which is the rated wind power Prated. when the wind
speed is larger than the rated wind speed but less than the cut-out wind speed, then the wind turbine
will be shut down to avoid defects and damage when the wind speed is larger than Vcut−out [57].

Figure 2.12: A Typical Wind Turbine Power Curve [57]

2.5.1.3 Energy Storage System
Wind and PVs are intermediate sources of power. Hence, it is highly desirable to incorporate
energy storage into such hybrid power systems. Energy storage can smooth out the fluctuation of
wind and solar power and improve the load availability. When the power generated by the PV and
wind turbine is greater than the load demand, the surplus power will be stored in storage batteries
for future use. On the other hand, when the power generated by the solar and wind is insufficient,
the stored power will be supplied to the load, thereby enhancing the reliability of the system. There
are various storage technologies depending on their application, their capacity and the duration of
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storage:


Electrochemical batteries (Pb, Li, etc.),



Heat pumps,



Hydrogen fuel cells,



Compressed air energy storage (CAES),



Flywheels,



Capacitors and



Superconducting magnetic energy storage (SMES) [58].

2.5.1.4 The Power Inverter
The power electronic circuit (inverter) is used to convert DC into AC form at the desired frequency
of the load. The DC input to the inverter can be from any of the following sources: DC output of
the variable speed wind power system, and the DC output of the PV power system.

2.5.1.5 Mini-grid Systems
A mini-grid system can be defined as the system with one or more electricity generators that
sometimes has a storage system and connected to a distribution network serving multiple
customers. Min grids can accelerate access to electricity in remote rural communities that would
otherwise have to wait years, if not decades, for a grid connection. They can operate in isolation
from the national transmission networks or be connected to a central grid [59], [60]. The generation
capacity of the mini-grid varies with definitions ranging between 50 kW and 1 MW; In some cases
may go as high as 10 MW [61]. Mini-grids can have three basic configurations: alternating current
(AC) coupled, direct current (DC) coupled or hybrid (both AC and DC). Different energy
generation technologies are appropriate for different configurations. Hydropower, geothermal
energy, diesel power and biomass-based power generate AC, hence, they generally use AC
configurations. Solar PV systems produce DC and therefore appropriate to use DC configuration,
but wind turbines can be configured to produce either AC or DC [62].
Currently mini-grids in Uganda are mainly driven by the public sector but managed by the private
sector or community. REA identifies suitable sites for mini grid projects and tenders to developers.
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There are some private sectors which initiate certain projects by applying for a license from the
Electricity Regulatory Authority with a letter of support from Rural Electrification Agency. Minigrids, unlike stand-alone power systems require more planning and institutional context. Since
mini-grids serve a community of users, they rely on local governance frameworks or some other
existing infrastructure that can provide a framework for their development. Different models for
mini-grid deployment exist, and can be classified into the following categories: utility operated,
privately operated, community operated or hybrids that combine a mix of the others. However, the
best model depends on local circumstances [63].

2.5.1.6 Micro-grid systems
A micro-grid is a group of interconnected loads and distributed energy resources within clearly
defined electrical boundaries that act as a single controllable entity with respect to the grid [64].
Micro-grids are similar to mini-grids but operate at a smaller size and generation capacity (1 to 50
kW) [61]. Micro-grid systems operate at a low voltage distribution and have several distributed
energy resources. Microgrid system also has the capacity to operate connected to the grid (on grid)
or disconnected to the grid (off-grid/islanded).

2.5.1.6a Components of the Micro-grid

Micro-grid components consist of power generation technology, storage, distribution, micro-grid
control, and load demand (customers) as shown in Figure 2.13. The microgrid structure consists
of several types of distributed energy sources such as solar PV, wind turbines, micro-hydro
turbines, diesel generators, and thermal power plants, with each in the form of distributed
generation (DG), including distributed storage.
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Figure 2.13: Main components of Micro-grid [61]

2.6 Energy Modelling Tools
Various energy modeling tools in the form of software tools and programs are currently available
for analyzing and designing of renewable energy-based systems. These tools are commercially
available, and some are open source.

2.6.1 HOMER
The Hybrid Optimization for Multiple Electric Renewables (HOMER) is a computer model
developed by the U.S. National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) to assist in the design of
micro-power systems and to facilitate the comparison of power-generation technologies across a
wide range of applications. HOMER and HOGA (Hybrid Optimization by Genetic Algorithm) are
the most applied software tools for optimization of hybrid power systems. HOMER, shown in
Figure 2.14, performs three principal tasks including: simulation, optimization, and sensitivity
analysis. In Simulation process, HOMER simulates the operation of a system by making energy
balance calculations in each step time (interval) of the year. The Optimization process determines
the optimal value of the variables over which the system designer has control. Sensitivity analysis
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helps assess the effects of uncertainty or changes in the variables over which the designer has no
control e.g., the average wind speed or the future fuel price [65].

Figure 2.14: Schematic Representation of HOMER [66]

An off-grid wind/PV/battery based HRES was proposed in the work of [67], and the technoeconomic analysis performed using two different platforms of HOMER and MATLAB; the system
architecture lacked a smart monitoring component. A technical and economic analysis of
wind/solar hybrid system performance in West-Coast area of Saudi Arabia was presented based on
electricity production and energy cost in [68]. However, it was observed that it is important to select
the best size of the wind/solar hybrid system components in order to ensure that all electricity
demands are served with minimum cost of energy production [68]. A hybrid power generation
system for an ATM machine was optimized using HOMER. All the optimization systems were
listed based on NPC and other economic values. The optimized initial capital cost, net present cost,
and cost of energy were calculated by HOMER [65].
2.6.2 RETScreen
RETScreen is a feasibility study tool and is freely downloadable software developed by the
Ministry of Natural Resources, Canada, for evaluating both the financial and environmental costs
and benefits of different renewable energy technologies in any given location in the world. This
procedure is shown in Figure 2.15. It has a global climate data database of monthly solar irradiation
and temperature data for the year, for more than 6000 ground stations, energy resource maps,
hydrology data, and details of product data like solar photovoltaic panel and wind turbine power
curves. It also provides a link to NASA climate database. The comparison between a ‘base case’
(conventional technology), and a ‘proposed case’ (clean energy technology) is fundamental in
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RETScreen. The comparison includes all costs and a number of economic indices i.e. internal rate
of return (IRR) and net present value (NPV) [69]. RETScreen is ultimately not concerned with the
absolute costs but rather the costs of the proposed case that are in excess of those for the base case.
The program is accessible in more than 30 languages and has two separate versions: RETScreen 4
and RETScreen Plus. RETScreen 4 is a Microsoft excel based energy project analysis software
tool that can determine the technical and financial viability of renewable energy, energy efficiency,
and cogeneration projects RETScreen Plus is a Windows-based energy management software tool
to study the energy performance [70]. RETScreen has a number of worksheets for performing
detailed project analysis including energy modeling, cost analysis, emission analysis, financial
analysis, and sensitivity and risk analyses sheets. It conducts detailed financial analysis for projects
and compares a base scenario that uses traditional energy sources to a RET scenario when
calculating energy savings and payback estimates [71]. The pre-feasibility analysis of grid
connected PV system using various modes of solar tracker system was evaluated using
RETScreen; it was found that dual axis tracker mode represents more feasible output results when
compared to fixed and one axis tracker mode [72]. [73] used RETScreen for effective selection of
renewable energy projects in constructed facilities in Ohio.

Figure 2.15: Schematic Representation of RETScreen [66]

2.6.3 Remote Area Power Simulator (RAPSim)
Remote Area Power Simulator (RAPSim) is a window-based open-source software package for
hybrid system models which was developed in 1996 at Murdoch University Energy Research
Institute (MUERI), Australia. The software can simulate the performance of a range of hybrid
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power systems consisting of PV arrays, wind turbines, and diesel generators with battery storage.
The main inputs required by the software are solar radiation, wind speed, ambient temperature,
and system load [66].

2.6.4 Simulation and Optimization Model for Renewable Energy Systems.
The Simulation and Optimization Model for Renewable Energy Systems (SOMES) was developed
in 1987 at Utrecht University in Netherlands. This model can simulate the average electricity
production from the renewable energy generators on an hourly basis. The model has the capacity
to perform optimization tasks for searching lowest electricity costs within defined constraints. It
requires inputs such as weather data, load demand, among others to get technical and economic
performance of a particular system configuration [74]

2.6.5 HYBRID 2
HYBRID 2 is an open source simulation tool that provides a versatile model for the technical and
economic analysis of hybrid renewable energy systems. The tool was developed in 1993 by the
Renewable Energy Research Laboratory (RERL) of the University of Massachusetts. This
software uses both the time series and a statistical approach to evaluate the operation of a
renewable hybrid system. It is a user-friendly tool and can determine long-term performance while
still taking into account, the effect of short-term variability of climatic data [75].

2.6.6 Simulation and Optimization Model for Renewable Energy Systems.
Simulation and Optimization Model for Renewable Energy Systems (SOLSIM) was developed at
Fachhochschule Konstanz, Germany in 1998. It enables users to design, analyze, and optimize offgrid, and grid-connected hybrid solar energy systems. SOMES has detailed technical models for
PV, wind turbine, diesel generator, and battery components, including biogas and biomass
modeling. SOLSIM software package consists of different tools such as the main simulation
program, the unit to optimize the tilting angle of PV module, the unit to calculate life cycle cost,
and the unit to simulate wind generators [75]
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2.7 Artificial Intelligence in HRES Modelling
There are various optimization techniques for HRES sizing; nowadays, artificial intelligence (AI)
has attracted a lot of attention for many researchers. The use of AI has seen a lot of relevance in
modeling, design, and optimization of renewable energy systems [76]. Artificial intelligence can
be defined as the application of science and engineering in making intelligent computer programs.
In general, the AI techniques are appropriate methods and provide better optimization results [77].
Application of AI is being utilized for optimization of hybrid systems. There are numerous AI
approaches reported in the literature including: genetic algorithms (GA), particle swarm
optimization technique (PSO), harmony search algorithm (HSA), simulated annealing (SA), ant
colony algorithms (ACA), bacterial foraging algorithm (BFO), artificial bee colony algorithm
(ABC), cuckoo search (CS), or a hybrid of these techniques. These algorithms can handle the nonlinear variation of system components of RES or intermittent nature of solar and wind energy
sources. The key parameters for optimization of PV-wind systems using AI methods are average
wind speed, and solar radiation data of each hour and month [78].

2.7.1 Genetic Algorithms (GA)
Genetic Algorithm (GA) is a search process that mimics the process of natural selection and was
developed by John Holland between 1960–1970. GA optimization uses techniques inspired by
natural evolution such as initialization, inheritance, mutation, selection, and crossover to ensure
an optimal solution to a given problem [79]. GA has several advantages viz: it can solve problems
with multiple solutions, easy to understand, and can easily be transferred to existing simulation
and models [78]. It has some limitations like a tendency to converge towards local optima, or even
arbitrary points rather than the global optimum of the problem and cannot assure constant
optimization response time etc. [78]. An optimum match design sizing method for hybrid solar–
wind system developed using GA, had the ability to attain the global optimum with relative
computational simplicity (Yang et al., 2009). The work of [81], optimized a hybrid system
consisting of PV panels, a wind turbine, batteries for energy storage, and diesel generator as a backup system using a genetic algorithm. However, the system needed to be validated using measured
data and price data of real installations.
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2.7.2 Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) applies the concept of social interaction to problem solving.
It is a famous algorithm based on the population of swarms, originally proposed by Kennedy and
Eberhart in 1995 [82]. This method is based on the social behavior of a flock of migrating birds or
fish fooling. Each possible solution of any problem is termed as a particle in PSO. Each particle
updates its position according to its own (local search) experience as well as the experience of
other (global search) particles. The particles are positioned in the search space of the objective
function. The objective function is evaluated by each particle at its current location. Then the
particle’s movement is determined through the search space by combining the aspect of the history
of its own current and best (best-fitness) locations, with those of one or more members of the
swarm, and with some random perturbations [83].

Figure 2. 16: Flow Diagram for PSO [84]
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The techno-economic analysis, modelling and optimization of a PV/WT/diesel-based hybrid
system with battery storage for electrification to an off-grid remote area located in Rafsanjan, for
different diesel generator fuel price scenarios was studied in the work of [85]. The optimal sizing
of the system was done using PSO algorithm [85]. A stand-alone PV-wind–fuel cell was optimally
sized using a PSO Modified Algorithm. In the design, the net present value cost of the energy
generation system was minimized while considering/and not considering reliability indices
constraints. The reliability index used was Equivalent Loss Factor (ELF) [86]. PV-wind hybrid
energy system was sized optimally by in the work of [87] using GA and PSO. The cost function
which was the total cost of the system was minimized for cost analysis while the Loss of Power
Supply Probability (LPSP) index was used as the criteria for reliability analysis. PSO was used to
determine the optimal component sizing for the different configurations of the autonomous hybrid
power system. A techno-socio-economic criterion was formulated to determine the optimum
combination of resources. The economic criterion of Levelized cost of electricity was incorporated
as an objective function which formed the basis of evaluating fitness of candidate solutions [88].

2.7.3 Artificial Neural Network (ANN)
Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) are mathematical models with learning and parallel data
processing abilities, that use computational neurons (nonlinear cells) organized in layers and
connected to each other by weight factors. An ANN has a complex network composed of
interconnected elementary processing units (neurons). Neurons are organized into layers and can
be connected in different ways [89]. ANN is able to handle noisy and incomplete data, and once
trained, can perform complex tasks such as prediction, modeling, identification, optimization,
forecasting, and control [82]. Given the variable, intermittent, and non-dispatchable nature of solar
and wind power, considerable effort has been made to develop accurate forecasts that meet the
needs of micro-grid power providers. Forecasting the production of large solar arrays and wind
farms allows power providers the time necessary to make changes to the production of base-load
power plant to minimize peak power plant use. These forecasts often use ANNs that access
multiple and varied data sources to estimate power changes in hours or days in advance. In the
feasibility design and techno-economic analysis of HRES for the rural electrification in the work
of Murugaperumal and Ajay D Vimal Raj, (2019), ANN technique was used to help in finding the
future load growth for the system from historical load data. The optimum performance of the
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different configurations of solar PV, wind turbine, bio-generator, and battery system was then
evaluated using HOMER software. ANNs were used in predicting the hourly electricity demand
of households in US cities of Fargo and Phoenix. This was important in assessing the technoeconomic and environmental sustainability of the microgrid for a residential community. The
microgrid system was composed of several components including: solar PV, wind-turbines, lead
acid batteries, biodiesel generators, fuel cells, electrolyzers, and H2 tanks [91].
2.7.4 Artificial Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS)
Artificial Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) is one of the most successful Neuro-fuzzy
systems developed by Jang in 1993. It applies neural learning rules to identify and tune the
parameters and structure of a fuzzy inference system, based only on the available data [92], [93]
modeled and optimized the sizing of a hybrid standalone power system using a Neuro-Fuzzy
approach [94] used ANFIS for the modeling of the different components of a PV power supply
system and a global ANFIS model was developed to model the output signals of the system. In a
solar/wind hybrid standalone system [95], used an ANFIS to foresee the voltage of the panel at
which extreme power is obtained for a solar system and to ensure that the most extreme power is
delivered by the non-uniform and unpredictable characteristics of solar and wind energy sources.
[96] evaluated an ANFIS-based energy management system of a grid-connected hybrid system.
The renewable energy hybrid system was composed of a wind turbine, and PV panels, hydrogen
(fuel cells, electrolyzer, and hydrogen tank), and battery. Fuzzy-based modeling integrated with
time series, neural networks, and regression in forecasting, has helped in improving the prediction
accuracy of the concerned variables [97].

2.7.5 Ant Colony Algorithms (ACA)
Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) is a technique for optimization that was pioneered in 1992 by
Marco Dorigo. The development of this algorithm was inspired by the observation of ant colonies.
After several observations, it has been realized that as the number of colonies becomes larger using
a specific path for finding food, the probability of utilizing that path in the future becomes higher.
The best path (i.e., shortest path) towards the food is the highest possible value of the performance
index in an optimization procedure [84]. ACO simulates this behavior of ants to find the most
optimal solution for a given objective function [98], [99] used ACO to optimize the size of a stand38

alone hybrid photovoltaic, wind turbine, battery and hydrogen system for reliable and economic
supply. The minimum annual system cost was used for cost analysis and LPSP for the analysis of
maximum system reliability.
2.7.6 Simulated Annealing (SA)
The SA is an iterative meta-heuristic optimization technique for solving combinatorial
optimization problems that was introduced by Kirkpatrick Gelatt and Vecchi in 1983 [100]. It was
inspired by the annealing technique used in metallurgy where controlled heating and cooling
lowers defects and increases crystal size in a metal [101]. A search with SA begins with a
temperature high enough to permit a search of a wide area and finishes with a lower temperature,
so as to follow the steepest descent heuristic in moving downhill. The main advantage of simulated
annealing is its ability to avoid being trapped in local minima. Simulated annealing is a robust and
versatile technique that can deal with highly nonlinear models, chaotic and noisy data, and many
constraints. The main weakness of SA is that the quality of the outcome may be poor [84], [102]
used the SA algorithm to optimize the size of a PV-wind hybrid power system with battery storage.
The system converged at the 127th iteration with the total cost of the hybrid energy system as
33283.6 USD. A hybrid system for renewable energy including electrochemical storage (battery)
and chemical storage (hydrogen) was optimized using a SA algorithm. The decision variables for
the optimization algorithm were the number of hydrogen tanks and number of batteries which are
integers plus the PV surface area, and the area of wind turbine blades (m2) that are continuous
[103].

2.7.7 Harmony Search Algorithm (HSA)
Harmony search is a derivative-free, real-parameter optimization technique algorithm used for
optimization, with several evolutionary meta-heuristic optimization techniques. HSA is a
population-based algorithm that works on the basis of musicians’ behavior. HSA is one of the most
recent population-based optimization techniques that can be adopted in various fields of
engineering applications [104]. HSA was used in energy storage system’s charge scheduling of
residential customers with renewable power generators. The schedules presented by the harmony
search proved that it can reduce both peak power and purchase of electricity during on-peak time
[105].[106]used HSA for comparing the results of Improved Harmony Search Algorithm for
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optimum sizing of hybrid solar systems with a battery storage unit. The minimum total life cycle
cost (TLCC) was used to obtain the optimal solution for the system’s LPSP concept, employed for
system reliability.

2.7.8 Bacterial Foraging Algorithm (BFO)
Bacterial Foraging Algorithm is a swarm intelligence technique that models the individual and
group foraging policies of the Escherichia coli [107]. It is the chemotaxis behavior of bacteria that
will perceive chemical gradients in the environment and then move towards or away from
particular signals [108]. BFO was used to optimally tune a PI control system for grid-connected
wind energy conversion system based permanent magnet synchronous generator (PMSG) in [109].
This optimization technique was used to control both active and reactive current components of
the PMSG so that maximum power from the wind can be extracted.

2.7.9 Artificial Bee Colony Algorithm (ABC)
The Artificial bee colony algorithm (ABC) is an optimization algorithm based on the intelligent
foraging behavior of honeybee swarms. In ABC, the position of a food source represents a possible
solution to the optimization problem, while the nectar amount of a food source corresponds to the
quality (fitness) of the associated solution [78]. ABC optimization algorithm was used [110] in the
selection of the optimal number and type of PV modules, chargers, the PV modules, tilt angle,
battery type, and nominal capacity for supplying a residential household at Helwan city, Egypt.
[111] employed ABC for optimal sizing and operation of battery storage to maximize the revenue
in a Wind–Hydro hybrid power system. In [112], the total annual cost of the renewable energy
system was minimized by determining appropriate numbers of wind turbine, solar panel, and
batteries using ABC algorithm. The desired load was economically and reliably satisfied based on
the given constraints. LPSP and the Energy Not Supplied (ENS) by the system were the reliability
criteria used for the system.
2.7.10 Cuckoo Search (CS)
Cuckoo Search (CS) is a new meta-heuristic optimization algorithm developed by Yang and Deb
[113]. It is developed based on the obligate brood parasitic behavior of some cuckoo species in
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combination with the levy flight behavior of some birds and fruit flies [114]. An optimized fuzzy
logic controller was developed for operating a standalone hybrid power system based on CS
algorithm. The optimized fuzzy logic controller was able to minimize LPSP, excess energy, and
Levelized energy cost (LEC) for reliability analysis [115]. The CS optimization algorithm with
enhanced local search was used with Tabu search for optimal energy scheduling in smart grid. The
proposed approach was implemented in MATLAB R2018a with the micro-grid containing fivegeneration units that include three wind plants, two PV plants, and one combined heat power plant
[116]. The CS algorithm was used to find the optimal PV panels area, wind turbines rated power,
and batteries capacity of the grid-connected PV-wind-battery system, so as to minimize the total
system cost and grid power absorption probability. A multi-objective minimizing function was
used to optimize the system. The performance of the system was analyzed by conducting two case
studies: one for a residential household, and the other for a cattle farm [117]. The work in [118]
optimized the design of the hybrid power generation system using CS and Firefly Algorithm (FA).
The results of CS and FA were compared with the original results obtained, using the PSO
algorithm.

2.10 Identification of the Knowledge Gap
Numerous studies were conducted for HRES in different remote areas in the world, but limited
work have been conducted for the remote regions in Uganda. According to the current electricity
situation in Uganda, HRES systems will enable the government to plan for rapid development of
electrification in rural areas, and the spread of clean energy to isolated communities in the country.
Most of the work performed, uses conventional methods of optimization techniques. This study
aims to contribute knowledge to the techno-economic and optimization of HRES for the
electrification of villages in the country. The study also hopes to design a system that will
sustainably improve the lives of the people in the rural community.
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3. METHODS
3.1 Introduction
This chapter presents the methods and materials used to attain the aim of the Thesis and to obtain
the appropriate results and conclusions. The Global solar insolation, Wind Speed, ambient air
temperature data, and the collected for energy demand of Busitema Health Centre III are presented
in detail. The model of different hybrid system components are presented in detail. HOMER Pro
software tool used to model and optimize the hybrid system (HOMER Pro) is described in this
section. The techno-economic analysis is presented in which the optimal solution is obtained.
3.2 Homer Pro Software
In this Thesis a Homer pro software is used for Techno – economic analysis of the hybrid system.
It is a famous software that is heavily used for designing renewable energy systems worldwide.
Homer pro software was developed by the USA NREL (National Renewable Energy Laboratory)
in 1993 and in 2009 executed a commercial license [119]. HOMER performs main three tasks as
explained in literature review namely: simulation, optimization and then sensitivity analysis. The
software also provides detailed technical feasibility and life cycle cost analysis of the system. To
optimize the proposed system, HOMER uses different configurations to find the one that is
technically feasible with minimum life cycle cost. The HOMER Pro Microgrid Analysis Tool
x643.13.2 installed in the computer lab of Ndejje University Uganda was used in this work.
3.3 Case Study Location and Description
Busitema Health Centre III is located in Busia district 171 km East of Kampala Uganda, at
coordinates of 0°28'01.0"N, 34°05'24.0"E (Latitude:0.4669; Longitude:34.0900): 1,198 meters
(3,930ft) above sea level. It was established in 1967 as a health Centre II, the facility serves patients
from several sub-counties, including Busitema, Buteba and Sikuda among others. It was later
expanded and elevated to Health Centre III status in 1981. The health center is for a rural
community and has got the capacity to handle 2500 patients per month. It is critical to assess the
energy demand of any health facility in order to select the most suitable energy resources. The
basic rural health facilities like BHC are usually characterized with medical services such as: (i)
treatment of minor illnesses or injuries, (ii) child deliveries and provision of basic immunization
services. Energy need of such facilities can be considered to be relatively low, due to limited
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availability of medical equipment. According to the United States Agency for International
Development (USAID) [120], healthcare facility can generally be categorized into three. The first
(Category I) is applicable to rural setting and characterized with limited medical services and staff.
The estimated load demand for this category range between 5 and 10 kWh/day. Busitema Health
Centre II falls under this category. The second category (Category II), contains medical equipment
that are similar to the first category, but can as well accommodate sophisticated medical diagnostic
equipment with frequent usage when compared to facility in first category. The estimated energy
demand in this category is in the range of 10–20 kWh/day. The third (Category III) usually serves
as a primary referral center, because it can coordinate communication between several smaller
facilities and major hospital in large cities.

Figure 3.1: Location of Busitema Health Centre III (Source: Google Maps)

3.4 Resource assessment and Data collection
To carry out this research, some specific data was required, that is solar insolation, wind speed,
ambient temperature, site geographical position, and electrical load. The information on the case
study Health Centre was gotten by site investigation. The meteorological data was collected from
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the national meteorological Centre at Luzira Kampala, it is recorded at the Automatic Whether
Station located in Tororo which is the nearest weather station to the case study area. The power
output of the PV array depends on the direct and diffuse solar radiation over a particular area. The
insolation reaching the earth's surface depends on the cloudiness or clearness of the sky, which in
turn depends on the season of the year [121]. Solar energy is one of the readily available renewable
energy resources in Uganda. Uganda has average solar irradiation of about 5.1 kWh/m2/day on
flat surfaces with average sunshine duration varying between 4 and 9 hours daily [122]. Figure 3.2
shows the solar irradiation for Busia where BHC is located.

3.4.1 Solar Resource Data
Knowledge of irradiance on a collector’s surface is critical for solar resource assessment. Most
weather stations record the total irradiation on a horizontal surface also known as Global Horizontal
Irradiation (GHI). In some instances, the Direct Normal Irradiance (DNI) is also available. DNI
represents the sun’s radiation striking the earth incident on the direction of the sun and is a vital
parameter for the design of concentrated solar power systems (CSP) [123]. GHI on the other hand
represents the sum of the sun’s radiation directly incident on the surface of the earth and the diffuse
horizontal irradiance (DHI) [124]. It is an important parameter for the design of panel based
photovoltaic systems. Diffuse Horizontal Irradiance is the sun’s radiation that doesn’t strike the
earth’s surface directly but rather has been scattered by molecules, clouds, dust or other particles
in the earth’s atmosphere and comes equally from all directions [124]. The case-study area being
located in Busia Eastern Region of Uganda, the solar resource of Busia district obtained from
Tororo AWS was used. The weather station records data in time interval of 15minutes. The scaled
annual average was found to be 5.15 kWh/m2/day. The highest daily irradiation during the year is
January and February which are also essentially among the hottest days in Eastern Uganda as
shown in Figure 3.2. The highest clearness index experienced during the dry season is 0.759 in
January. However, the lowest clearness index is 0.371 in June.
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Figure 3.2: Daily Radiation of Busia (Source: Modified NASA Database of HOMER Pro .13. 2)

3.4.2 Wind Resource Data
Just like solar, to quantify wind potential in an area, wind speeds at certain hub heights are required.
Wind data measurement at meteorological weather stations is usually done at a hub height of 10m
and is intended mainly for weather prediction purposes. Busia district where the health Centre is
located has an annual average wind speed of 2.41 m/s height of 10 m according to the AWS
recording in Tororo weather station as shown in Figure 3.3. Electrical energy can be generated
from wind energy when wind blow through a wind turbine. The kinetic energy of the wind at rated
wind speed is converted into mechanical power by turning the turbine blade, thus producing
electricity through the shaft connected to the alternator [125].

Figure 3.3: Monthly average wind speed received in Busia
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3.4.3 Ambient Temperature
The ambient temperature (Figure 3.4) at the selected site where the Health Centre is also of great
importance, this is because solar PV performance has a negative correlation with ambient
temperature as seen in the literature review.

Figure 3.4: Monthly Average Ambient Air Temperature Received in Busia

3.4.4 Electrical Load Data.
The electrical load data for the Health Centre was obtained by site visiting and having an interview
with the hospital technician and the “in charge” of the Health Centre. In this study, the category of
load profile was community because the hospital is a community hospital. Measured hourly load
profiles are not available for the selected the health Centre load data were thus synthesized by
specifying typical daily load profiles and then adding 10% daily randomness, and 15% hourly
noise. The demand was estimated for the whole year as shown in Table 3.1.

Table 3: 1 The Hospital Power Consumption
Load

Quantity

Rated
power
(W)

Lighting Bulb

14

7

Printer

1

696

Watt
Hour/Day

06:00pm
7:00am
8:00am 3:00pm
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Duration
(hr)

Total
watts

13

98

Total
Watts
Hour
(W)
1,274

7

696

4,872

Load

Quantity

Rated
power
(W)

Monitor

1

360

Television

1

50

CPU

1

360

Vaccine
Fridge
Microscope

1

130

1

60

Battery
Backup
Landline
phone
Cell Phone

1

390

1

10

6

5

Kettle

1

1800

Watt
Hour/Day

8:00am 3:00pm
8:00am 3:00pm
8:00am 3:00pm
00:00am11:00pm
8:00am 1:00pm
00:00am11:00pm
00:00am11:00pm
8:00am 3:00pm
8:00am 11:00am

Duration
(hr)

Total
watts

7

360

Total
Watts
Hour
(W)
2,520

7

50

350

4

360

1,440

24

130

3,120

5

60

300

24

390

9,360

24

10

7

25

3

1800

240
175
5,400
3979
3.979

Total (W)
Total (kW)

3.5 Modeling of Hybrid System Components
The PV-Wind power hybrid system consists of several electrical components, which ensure
necessary functions like production, storage, adaptation of electrical energy; and these components
are PV array, wind turbine, battery storage, inverter, controller, and other accessory devices and
cables. In order to understand the performance of a hybrid system, each component needs to be
modeled separately. The modeling of hybrid system component is discussed under this section.
Only the generation components, inverter and battery will be modelled in this study as they
represent the key system components. The flowchart for the selection of optimal system
configurations is given blow. The proposed hybrid systems consist of PV panels, wind turbines,
Diesel generator and other system components such as batteries, converters. The PV panel and
wind turbine are combined to compensate for the unpredictable variation in RE sources from one
zone to another, whereas the generator acts as a backup. Effective utilization of renewable
resources can reduce the Maintenance and replacement costs of the hybrid system [126]. The initial
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capital cost of a hybrid system is usually high; therefore, long-lasting, reliable, and cost-effective
systems are needed to meet the entire project life. HOMER searches from the search space (Table
3.2) for the optimal system configuration, for the different components considered in the hybrid
system.

Figure 3.5: Energy System Configurations Selection Flowchart

Table 3.2: Search Space of Different Component Size in HOMER
Wind turbine (Quantity) PV array
(kW)
0
0
0.33
1
0.35
2

Battery (string)
0
1
4
48

Converter (kW)
1
1.15
2

4
6
8
10

0.36
0.4

8
10

100
200

3.5.1 Solar PV Array Modelling
Solar panels are a group of cells connected in parallel and series to generate the required electrical
power based on meteorological factors such as solar radiation and temperature. A polycrystalline
panel model Canadian Solar MaxPower CS6U-330P was used in the study because of its relative
high efficiency 16.97, robustness, outstanding low irradiance performance: 96.0 % and relatively
low price with specifications shown in the Table 3.3. The component was chosen to be the main
electricity generator due to the abundant solar insolation in eastern Uganda. Tracking system was
not considered in this work because of the terrain of Busia region, it is on flat ground with very
few trees scattered over the expanse of land; thus, losses due to shading are not considered. With
the right angle of inclination, the modules do receive sunshine throughout the day.

Table 3.3: Design Parameters for the Solar PV Modules
Parameter

Unit

Value

Capital cost

$/kW

150

Replacement cost

$/kW

150

Operation and maintenance cost

$/kW

50

Operating Temperature

o

C

-40 ~ +85

Derating factor

%

88

Efficiency

%

16.97

3.5.2 Converter
The model designed in Homer Pro consists of both DC and AC power generators connected to an
AC only load. A converter is therefore needed to maintain the flow of energy between the AC and
DC components. A bi-directional CyboEnergy off grid CI-mini 1000N converter with
specifications in Table 3.4 was chosen for the system, and HOMER Pro software used for
optimization of the size. The size can then be reduced or increased according to the result of
simulation.
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Table 3.4: Design Parameters for the Converter
Parameter

Unit

Value

Capital cost

$

200

Replacement cost

$

200

O & M cost

$

0

Year

10

%

96

Operational lifetime
Efficiency

3.5.3 Wind Turbine Modelling
The wind is characterized by its speed and direction and is affected by factors, such as geographic
position, meteorological factors, and height above ground level. Wind turbine as it rotates it
intercepts the wind and thus captures a part of its kinetic energy and turns it into usable energy.
Aeolos 1kW vertical axis wind turbine was used in this study because it is a low start wind speed
(since the site is a low windy area), quiet, safe, and reliable vertical wind turbine. It also has high
reliability in off-grid applications, can be used in 48V off-grid application or 110V grid tie
application. The power curve for this turbine is shown in figure 3.6. To allow the software to find
an optimum solution, provisions for using 0 (no turbine), 1, 2, 4, 6 8 and 10 units were used in the
search space. The design parameters are shown in the Table 3.5.

Table 3.5: Design Parameters for the Wind Turbine
Parameter

Unit

Value

Capital cost

$

1,000

Replacement cost

$

1,000

O & M cost

$

0

Rotor Diameter:

m

2.0

watts

1000

Cut-in Wind Speed

m/s

1.5

Rated Wind Speed:

m/s

10

Cut-out Wind Speed

m/s

50

Rated Power:

50

Figure 3.6: Wind Turbine Power Curve (Source: HOMER PRO x643.13.2)
3.5.4 Battery Modelling
When the power generated by Wind turbine and PV in a hybrid system is greater than the load
demand, the excess energy will be stored in the batteries and provides electricity during the time
solar PV and wind are unavailable in the future. The Battery Model S-480 from Surrete Battery
Company was chosen for modeling of the system and the details are enlisted in Table 3.6. The
number of batteries considered in the optimization study were determined by HOMER Pro
optimizer, which decided on the total number needed. In case of any deficiency in the power
generation, the stored power will be used to supply the load which enhances system reliability.
Table 3.6: Design Parameters for the Batteries
Parameter

Unit
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Value

Nominal Voltage

Volt

6

Nominal Capacity

KWh

2.89

Round trip efficiency

%

80

Maximum capacity

Ah

375

Capital cost

$

300

Replacement cost

$

300

Max charge current

A

135

Max discharge current

A

135

$/Year

50

O & M Cost

3.5.5 Diesel Generator
The generator has a minimum load ratio of 25% which is the percentage of the total load of the
system below which the generator is switched off so as not to support the connected electric load.
If the connected load is below the minimum load ratio, the generator runs at a high load and the
extra power produced is either used to charge the battery or dumped. When other energy sources
in the system are powering the load, the generator is switched off. The diesel generator chosen for
modeling of the hybrid energy system is a Generac 10kW. The power factor of the generator is
80% as shown in Table 3.7. The generator was added to the HOMER Pro library and later chosen
because of its availability on the Ugandan market .
Table 3.7: Design Parameters for the Diesel Generator
Parameter
Capital cost

Units
$/kW

Value
600

Replacement cost

$/kW

600

$/h

0.3

Operational lifetime

Hours

15,000

Fuel curve intercept

L/h

0.48

L/h/kW

0.286

$

1.0

Operation and maintenance cost

Fuel curve slope
Fuel Price
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1 Introduction
This chapter presents the load profile of Busitema Health Centre III and the load curve of the
community. A presentation is given about the system configurations and assumptions taken during
simulation in HOMER Pro.
4.2 Load Profile of the Hospital
From Table 3.1, the daily load data was generated. This daily load data serve as the load input data
in the HOMER Pro software, utilized for the system analysis. From the synthetic load of HOMER,
a community profile was chosen since the health Centre is for a community. The data for
community profile was then edited with real load data to generate the daily load, monthly, seasonal
and yearly profile for the health Centre, as shown in Figures 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4 respectively.
The day to day variability in HOMER was used to represent a realistic load pattern for the day.
The day to day variability was set to 10%, which is the recommended value in HOMER. Random
variability was set for the variation of the daily load from month to month. The time step for the
simulation of the data was set as the default of 60 minutes with the time-step percentage of 20%.
From the baseline data supplied to HOMER, the annual average power demand was calculated as
33.2 kWh per day. Figure 4.1 shows the overall modeled daily load profile for the aggregated
electrical demand for the health Centre. From the figure, it can be observed that the peak period is
in the morning (14:00-17:00) and estimated as 7.45 kW. The estimated average power demand is
6.77 kW with a load factor of 20 %. The mismatch in the peak value the and value shown in the
schematic figure are due to the scaling process and the random variability introduced in HOMER,
to make the load pattern more realistic. In addition, the seasonal load profile showing monthly
averages of primary AC load for the health Centre is shown in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.1: A Typical Daily Load Profile in HOMER Pro

Figure 4.2: Monthly Load Profile of the Health Centre in HOMER Pro

It is clear that most of the load falls under the range of 6.77kWh.ie the average load for the whole
year in the hospital is 65kWh.
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Figure 4.3: Diurnal Variation of Primary Load Profile in HOMER Pro

Figure 4.4: AC Primary Load for the whole Year in HOMER Pro
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4.3. Modelling and Simulation Results from HOMER Pro
An off-grid system is modelled for the electrification of the Health Centre III of Busitema
Community. The system designed is a standalone system with batteries for storage, and the energy
generation sources as solar PV, wind turbine, and a 10-kW diesel generator for backup as shown
in Figure 4.5. The sensitivity analysis was done on diesel price, inflation rate, annual average load,
and average global solar irradiation, to understand their impact on the system optimal solution.
The optimum configuration and components sizes that meet load requirements at the lowest costs,
are found by using HOMER sizing tool. The inputs used by the software describe the solar and
wind resource availability, the electrical load and energy demand, and the hybrid system
components’ (PV array, wind turbine, battery and converter) costs. The system’s simulation was
performed for each 8760 hours in a year, and the main economic output of the system configuration
is based on the net present cost (NPV), levelized cost of energy (LCOE), and operating cost.

4.3.1 System Control Parameters, Economic Inputs and Constraints
4.3.1.1 Dispatch Strategy
Dispatch strategy is a set of rules used to control the operation of the power generator(s) and the
storage bank whenever there is insufficient renewable energy to supply the load. HOMER models
two types of dispatch strategies namely: cycle-charging and load following. In load-following
dispatch (LF), renewable power sources charge the battery but generators only produce power to
serve the load, and do not charge the battery bank; in cycle-charging dispatch (CC), whenever the
generators operate, they produce more power than required to serve the load with surplus
electricity to charge the battery bank. Both scenarios were modeled in this study but the optimal
solution had load following dispatch. The optimal dispatch strategy for the proposed system
depends on different characteristics such as the generator sizes, the diesel generator's operation
and maintenance cost, the fuel price cost, the battery bank, and the renewable energy resources.
4.3.1.2 Technical and Economic Inputs and Constraints
HOMER software inputs for the economic analysis includes the nominal discount rate, expected
inflation rate, the project lifetime in years, system fixed capital costs, system fixed operation and
maintenance costs, and the capacity shortage penalty. According to Bank of Uganda, the nominal
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overall inflation rate for year 2019 was 3.94 %. The discount rate was modelled at 14 % for 25
years’ project lifetime. Constraints are prerequisites which systems must fulfil; otherwise HOMER
neglects those systems that do not conform with the defined constraints. In the proposed system,
the maximum renewable fraction is considered as a range from 0 to 100 %, and the maximum
unserved energy is assumed as 0 %, while the value for the maximum annual capacity shortage is
taken as 0%; hence, the system is design to meet all the annual load demand. The techno-economic
model was developed using HOMER software and a schematic overview of the designed simulated
hybrid system is shown in Figure 4.5.

Figure 4.5: Schematic of the Simulated Hybrid System (Source: HOMER Pro)

Since the load is based on alternating current (AC), it is therefore connected to the AC bus. A bidirection CyboEnergy 1000N converter is used to convert electricity from the direct current (DC)
bus to AC power. Solar PV generates electricity in DC form that charges the battery, thereby
necessitating connection to the DC bus. 194,568 solutions were simulated in HOMER Pro, of
which 139,793 were found feasible according to calculation report shown in Figure 4.6. The 10
possible optimal solutions are presented in Table 4.1. The optimization results show both the
categorized and overall list of configurations available, based on the input data, and ordered
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according to the lowest NPC. The categorized table presented the least cost-effective combinations
from among all components’ setup, whereas the overall optimization results displayed all of the
possible system combinations based on their NPC. Power systems are selected after simulation
and based primarily on minimum NPC. Furthermore, cost of energy, high renewable fraction, low
capacity shortage, and low excess electricity generation parameters could be used for the
comparison of power generating schemes in order to analyze their technical feasibility. In this
work, NPC and the LCOE were used as the economic criteria to determine the feasibility of the
system.

Figure 4.6: Calculation Report (Source: HOMER Pro)

Table 4.1: System Components and their Sizes
System Configuration

PV/Genset/ Battery

S1

Size of
Solar
PV
(kW)
15.78

PV/Wind/Genset/Batter

S2

15.29

PV/Battery

S3

33.17

PV/Wind /Battery

S4

35.13

Genset

S5

PV/Genset

S6

Genset/Battery

S7

Number
of Wind
Turbine
s
1

Size of
Diesel
Generato
r (kW)
10
10

Size of
Batteries
(Units)

Size of
Converto
r (kW)

9

6.20

9

6.17

26

7.37

24

7.36

y

1
10

0.05

10
10
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0.06
1

0.25

Wind/Genset

S8

PV/Wind/Genset

S9

Wind/Genset/Battery

S10

0.58

1

10

1

10

1

10

0.38
1

0.19

The generating power of PV panels is about 7 hours during the day, while the remaining 17 hours
will be from wind since a health facility needs power for 24 hours a day. The configuration without
battery storage will not proffer the best solution, because wind resources may not necessarily be
available for all the 17 hours because of its intermittent nature. Therefore, a battery is necessary to
store energy for use when both sunshine and wind are not available. The battery is not allowed to
discharge below 70 %, therefore it is necessary to have a backup diesel generator to account for
fluctuations in the renewable energy resources. The system consisting of solar PV and battery (S1)
stood out as the most appropriate optimal system having a capacity of 15.78 kW of solar PV, and
9 strings of Surrette S-480 battery connected in parallel with 11.3 hours of autonomy. The system
also consists of 6.20 kW converter. The dispatch strategy for the configuration is load following.
The configuration next to the best optimal solution is PV/Wind/Genset/Battery (S2) with the same
number of batteries as system S1, but a slightly smaller size of converter and solar PV of 6.17 kW.
The base case is a system of a 10-kW diesel generator having NPC of $72,698 and LCOE of $0.703
with cycle charging dispatch strategy. The Wind/Genset/Battery (S10) was considered as the most
expensive option for electricity generation due to high NPC of $75,578. Figure 4.7 shows the
categorized optimal system configurations from S1 to S10 of the optimization section of the
software.
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Figure 4.7: Categorized Optimisation Result (Source: HOMER Pro)

4.4 Cost Analysis of the Systems
High capital costs are characteristic of renewable energy systems because of the upfront costs of
equipment that need to install before the production of electricity. Most of the renewable energy
sources have high costs of the balance of system equipment, often required for stabilization of the
system. Renewable energy systems often need equipment installed over a large piece of land to
harness the energy, especially solar and wind systems. It is therefore very essential to establish an
optimal system for a particular location. The costs of the system configurations are broken down
into different classes, from capital costs to salvage value. System configuration that consist of wind
turbine for electricity production, have a relatively high initial capital cost as compared to that
without it. Capital cost for the system S4 were $14,940.53 as compared to that of system S1, which
is at $ 6905.67 (Figure 4.8). The high initial costs are mainly due to the balance of the system
(BOS) equipment, apart from the solar panels. Although, the price of solar modules has reduced,
most of the BOS are still expensive and not as affordable as the modules. The BOS costs for
systems that have solar includes converter and battery costs, whereby the price varies according to
the size and the capacity of the system. Although, system S2 has the same number of batteries like
S1, it has in addition, a more expensive wind turbine.
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Figure 4.8: Capital Costs of Different System Configurations
As shown in Figure 4.8, the O & M costs of the system with diesel Genset and wind turbine is
high; this is due to continuous expenses incurred in lubrication and spare parts associated with
Genset and wind turbine, among others. In addition, the long operating hours of the diesel
generator leads to wear and tear, and therefore require lubricants and repair in the event of
breakdowns. For a diesel Genset, the more hours it has to run, the higher the operation and
maintenance costs. Systems S3 and S4, have the highest salvage value at the end of the project life
due to the minimum running time awarded to the Genset. System S5 and S6 have the lowest
salvage value, that can be attributed to wear and tear from the continuous operation of the
generator, thereby reducing the quality of the equipment at the end of the project. Figure 4.9 shows
the salvage value of the different system types and their running hours. From the result, it is noted
that systems that have a long period of operation of the diesel generator have a low salvage value
when compared to those with low to non-operating hours.
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Figure 4.9: Variation of the Salvage Value with the Running Hours of Genset System
4.4.1 Fuel Costs
Fuel costs are essential expenses during the lifetime of system configuration with genset. They are
determined by the amount of electricity produced and depends on the demand of health Centre.
System S5has the highest fuel costs at $ 47,307.36 (Figure 4.10). System S1and S2 have closer
and lower fuel costs due to the high percentage of energy being generated by PV and stored by the
battery from the diesel generator. In both systems, the diesel generator has a low run time of less
than 1000 hours a year.
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Figure 4.10: Fuel Costs Per System Type
4.4.2 Net Present Cost
System S10 has the highest NPC attributed to high fuel costs, O & M costs, when compared to S1
and base scenario (S5) (see Figure 4.11). The high costs are due to the high percentage of electricity
being generated from the diesel generator. System S1 has higher initial costs of $ 6,906 attributed
to many numbers of batteries, diesel, and solar PV modules, but has the lowest NPC at $ 27,427.
This is found to be better than the rest of the configurations.
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System Configuration

Wind/Genset/Battery (S10)

75,578

PV / Wind / Genset (S9)

74,811

Wind / Genset (S8)

74,768

Genset / Battery (S7)

73,525

PV / Genset (S6)

72,705

Genset (S5)

72,698

PV/Wind / battery (S4)

44,499

PV/Battery (S3)

42,644

PV/Wind/Genset/Battery (S2)

29,243

PV/Genset/ Battery (S1)

27,427

0

10,000

20,000

30,000

40,000

50,000

60,000

70,000

80,000

NPC ($)
Figure 4.11: Net Present Cost Per System Configuration
4.4.3 Levelized Cost of Energy (LCOE)
System S1 gives the lowest cost of energy at $0.265, followed by system S2 at $0.285, as shown
in Figure 4.12. Although Systems S2 and S3 have the same battery bank, system S2 is incorporated
with the wind turbine(s) which increases the capital costs; this in turn makes the LCOE high.
Systems S3 and S4 have a larger battery bank when compared to Systems S1 and S2 which
significantly increase their capital costs. Systems S5 to S10 have higher LCOE, mainly because of
the high fuel costs and the running time for the diesel generator. There is a 62 % reduction in the
LCOE from a base case of $0.703, to the wining case of $0.265 due to the introduction of solar in
the system energy mix. However, the LCOE from the optimal systems is higher than the average
low voltage tariff charge from UMEME limited at 0.163$/kWh for business tariffs.
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System Configuration

Wind/Genset/Battery (S10)

0.731

PV / Wind / Genset (S9)

0.723

Wind / Genset (S8)

0.723
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0.711
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0.703

Genset (S5)

0.703

PV/Wind / battery (S4)

0.43

PV/Battery (S3)

0.412

PV/Wind/Genset/Battery (S2)

0.283

PV/Genset/ Battery (S1)

0.265
0
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0.4
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0.8
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Figure 4.12: Levelized Cost of Energy Per System Configuration

4.5 Technical Analysis
4.5.1 Electrical Production
The configured systems in HOMER Pro have Solar PV, wind turbines, and a diesel generator for
power sources (as presented in the energy resource assessment section above). According to the
locally available resource, the configurations are expected to have production from either two or a
single source. The results in Figure 4.13, indicates that the system S4 with solar PV and wind
turbines, generates more power at 54,715 kWh/yr throughout the year, than any of the other system
configurations. The optimal hybrid solar system S1 generates 26,231 kWh/yr that is enough to
meet the AC consumption of the health Centre at 11,559 kWh/yr.
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Figure 4.13: Total Electrical Production Per System

The percentage of power that is from a renewable energy source depends on the degree of
penetration of the power consumed by the load generated by the PV and wind. Systems S3 and S4
have a high renewable fraction at 100 %, because they have solar PV and wind as the only power
generator in the configuration. Systems S1 and S2 follow closely with a small fraction of the
energy produced by the diesel generator at 14.5 % and 14.7 % throughout the year, as shown in
Table 4. 2. Renewable fraction (RF) is the total amount of power generated by renewable energy
sources compared to the total power generation from the entire hybrid system [127]. It is usually
desired to have a RF as high as possible but bearing in mind its effect on NPC. The RF is obtained
from Equation (4.1) below.
RF (%) = (1 −

∑ Pdiesel
∑ pren

) x 100 )

(4.1)

where, Pren is the power output of the connected renewable energy sources, i.e., PV and wind in
this study.
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Table 4:2: Electrical Energy Production Per Type of Source
System Configuration

Solar
kWh/yr.

Wind
%

kWh/yr.

Genset
%

kWh/yr.

Renewable
%

Fraction
(%)

93.300

PV/Genset/ Battery (S1)
24,476.0

6.69

85.5

6.91

85.3

1,755

92.200
PV/Wind/Genset/Battery
23,717.0
(S2)
100.000
PV/Battery (S3)
51,453.0
99.600
PV/Wind/Battery (S4)
54,495.0
Genset (S5)

220

0.856
1,778

100.0
220

0.402

100.0
100.00

0.0

99.70

0.0

100.00

0.0

99.10

0.0

95.50

0.0

99.10

0.0

24,063
0.318

PV/Genset (S6)
76.6

24,031

Genset/Battery (S7)
24,043
220

Wind/Genset (S8)

0.909
24,014

3.640

PV/Wind/Genset (S9)

220

0.888

904.0

23,682
220

Wind/Genset/Battery
(S10)

0.909
23,994

System configurations S1 and S2 have a slightly lower renewable penetration than S2 and S3,
because of the diesel generators that generate electricity when the power stored in the battery is
not enough to meet the demand. Also, th energy from the diesel Genset is only 6.69 % and 6.91 %
of the total production; this indicates that a Genset is just a backup when the battery is down. The
base case S5 and S7 have only Genset as the source of power, and therefore their RF is zero. The
RF of S6, S8, S9, and S10 is zero even though they have a renewable resource, because almost all
that electricity is given off as excess power. The configuration which has wind is not the best
option because of the low wind speed at the site area.

4.5.1.1 Performance of the Solar PV
Table 4.3 shows the predicted performance indicators and power output respectively for the PV
component of the optimal hybrid system for Busitema Health Centre III.
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Table 4.3: Performance Indicator for a Model PV Component of the Hybrid System

It can be observed from Table 4.3 that the PV would operate with a capacity factor of 17.7 %. With
an installed capacity of 15.8 kW, the PV array could achieve a maximum power output of 14.9
kW. The LCOE of 0.0436 per kWh shown above is based on the total cost of the components. This
is the LCOE for the installed costs of the PV panels alone without accounting for BOS. Figure
4.14 shows the average energy production from the Solar PV.

Figure 4.14: Average Energy Production from the Solar PV
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4.5.1.1 Performance of Battery Bank
Table 4.4 shows a summary of performance indicators for the modelled battery storage, while
Figure 4.15 shows the predicted variation in state of charge of the battery bank.

Table 4.4: Simulated Performance Indicators for Battery Bank

The system architecture contains 9 batteries, with a string size of 1.00 per battery, and 9 strings in
parallel and a Bus voltage of 6.00 V. The battery sizing has autonomy of 14.3 hours with a nominal
capacity of 26.0 kWh and a lifetime throughput of 14,220 kWh and expected life time of 4.37
years.

Figure 4.15: State of Charge of Battery Storage for a Year
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It can be seen from Figure 4.15 that the battery bank’s state of charge would vary between 40 and
100%. In Table 3.6, it can be shown that the efficiency of the battery bank is 80 %, i.e., having 20
% losses. However, the important parameter in the table is the expected life of the battery. The
results show that the battery bank would need changing about every 4.37 years.
4.5.2 Excess Electricity
Most of the systems have a large quantity of excess power as shown in Table 4.5. However, it
should be noted that the constraint for capacity shortage during the simulation was set at a
maximum value of 0 %, meaning the system was designed to meet all the annual load demand
without any shortage.

Table 4.5: Excess Electricity from different System Configurations
System Configuration

Excess electricity
(kWh/yr)

Percentage of
Excess Electricity
(%)
49.3

PV/Genset/Battery (S1)

12,939

PV/Wind/Genset/Battery (S2)

12,446

48.0

PV/Battery (S3)

38,060

74.0

PV/Wind/Battery (S4)

41,359

75.6

Genset (S5)

11,945

49.6

PV/Genset (S6)

11,989

49.7

Genset/Battery (S7)

11,926

49.0

Wind/Genset (S8)

12,116

50.0

PV/Wind/Genset (S9)

12,675

51.1

Wind/Genset/Battery (S10)

12,097

50.0

In the Table 4.5, the results show that S3 has the highest quantity of excess electricity at 74.0 %
of the total production per year from the solar PV producing energy during the day when the base
load is low. S2 expresses the lowest excess electricity at 48.0 % due to lower capacity of Solar PV.
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4.5.3 Fuel Consumption
The consumption of fuel depends highly on the number of hours that a diesel genset runs, and the
load to be supplied. The generator size, set at 10 kW consumes enough fuel to power the full load
of the health Centre, especially when it is the sole power producer. S5 consumes the most amount
of fuel at 11,08 litres per year, since Genset is the sole supplier of power. Systems S1 and S2 have
low fuel consumption at 818 liters and 829 litres respectively, as they do not depend on diesel
generator as the sole producer of electricity needed to power the load. S3 and S4 have zero fuel
consumption because the load is powered by only renewable sources namely Solar and wind as
shown in Figure 4.16. Long hours of operation of the generator lead to high consumption of fuel.

System Configuration

11,063
10,978
11,073
11,077
11,078

11,087
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829
818

-

2,000

4,000

6,000

8,000

10,000

12,000

Fuel Consumption (L/yr)
S10

S9

S8

S7

S6

S5

S4

S3

S2

S1

Figure 4.16: Fuel Consumption Per System Type

4.5.4 Carbon Emissions
The use of diesel generators for the production of electricity releases CO2 and other pollutants to
the atmosphere. In this analysis, the emphasis was put on CO 2 emissions per configuration.
Although there are other emissions in the form of particulate matter, unburnt hydrocarbons, oxides
of nitrogen, and carbon-monoxide, among others. The annual carbon emission is directly related
to the amount of fuel consumed by the diesel generator per year.
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System Configuration
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Figure 4.17: CO2 Emissions Per System Configuration

A lot of CO2 emissions are released from S5 up to S10. This is due to the long hours of running
the diesel generator (a significant component in each of the system configurations above). S5
releases high levels of CO2 emissions per year because it consumes more fuel as indicated in Figure
4.17. S2 and S3 have no CO2 emissions during the operation of the system, while S1 and S2 release
a negligible amount as compared to the other configurations. The diesel generator in the hybrid
system contributes less towards the energy produced as a whole, thereby leading to the low
emissions from the system. Carbon-dioxide emissions in this system thus reduce by 92.63 % from
the S5 to a hybridized diesel generator with batteries (i.e., S1). The world is transitioning to a
carbon-free energy structure; hence, a system with zero or negligible carbon emissions is desirable
for diversification of the electricity mix.

4.6 Sensitivity Analysis of the System
The sensitivity result is the graphical representation of optimal systems. Basically, it shows the
effects of a particular variable such as: diesel price, discount rate, inflation rate, average wind
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speed, annual average load, average solar irradiation, among others, on the hybrid system. A
sensitivity analysis is essential in studying the effect of unknown variables and uncertainties on
the performance of the designed system. It helps in answering the what-if-question. Sensitivity
analysis is done by entering multiple values for a particular input variable in HOMER Pro. An
input variable which has multiple values is called a sensitivity variable. The software repeats
optimization process for each value of the variable and shows the sensitivity cases in the upper
section of the results. Sensitivity analysis helps in discovering the effect of changes in the available
resources and economic condition. Some of the variables are either unknown and a range of futures
are used for estimate, or others are constantly changing the economy of the country, such as
expected inflation rate and discount rates. In this work, a sensitivity analysis is used to understand
the effect of changes in variables such as the diesel fuel price, inflation rate, average solar
irradiation, and annual average load, on the economics of the optimal configuration.
Table 4.6: Sensitivity Variable Values
Diesel fuel
price ($)

Inflation rate (%)

Solar radiation
(kWh/m2/day)

Annual average
load kwh/day

0.5

2.87

5.15

33.20

1.0

3.94

5.9

36.52

1.5

4.85

4.6.1 The Impact of Diesel Fuel Price and Inflation Rate on Optimal Solution
It can be observed in Figure 4.18 that increase in diesel price has a significant effect on the NPC
of the optimal configuration. From a base price of $0.5/L when the NPC is $27,426.650, the NPC
increases almost linearly as a function of the diesel price. At a price of $1.0/L, the NPC increases
to $30,669.560, which is a 12 % increase in NPC for a 100 % increase in diesel price. An increase
in diesel price from $0.5 to $1.0/L leads to an increase of energy cost by about 19 %. However, it
may be noted that increase in diesel price can significantly reduce the emissions by altering the
selection of energy supply options and shifting away from diesel to renewable energy generation.
An increase in inflation rate from 3.94 % to 4.85 % leads to a decrease of energy cost by about 2
%. This results in a total net present cost of $31,187.04 (i.e., a rise of 6.3 % compared to the current
state). The impact of varying fuel price and inflation rate on NPC and LCOE is shown in Figures
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4.19 and 4.20 respectively.

Figure 4.18: NPC and LCOE as a Function of Diesel Price and Inflation Rate

Figure 4.19: Impact of Varying Fuel Price and Inflation Rate on NPC
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Figure 4.20: Impact of Varying Fuel Price and Inflation Rate on LCOE
4.6.2 Impact of Solar Irradiation and Annual Load on Optimal Solution
In this work, the variation of average solar irradiation is 5.15 kWh/m2/day as recorded at Tororo
weather station to 5.9 kWh/m2/day obtained from NASA database in HOMER Pro. Its effect on
the optimal solution was analyzed with NPC and COE. It can be observed from Figures 4.22 that
by varying the solar irradiation scaled average from 5.15 – 5.15 kWh/m2/day, the total NPC of the
optimal system S1 is decreased from $27,426.650 to $26,278.960, and the COE is also reduced
from $0.265 to $0.254. The effect of the variation of solar irradiation and load demand on optimal
system’s LCOE and NPC, are shown in Figures 4.22 and 4.23, respectively. The higher the solar
radiation at a site, the lower the NPC value. This is because high irradiation will enable the PV
system to supply the load for a longer period. With this, the use diesel generator with its associated
cost will be reduced; this will bring about low NPC and will also lead to higher value of RF. The
NPC increases from $27,426.650 to $29,742.910 with an increase in the electrical load demand.
This is a result of the need for expansion of the system. However, the LCOE decreases from $0.265
to $0.261 at an average solar irradiation of 5.15kWh/m2/day.
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Figure 4.21: NPC and LCOE as a function of Average Solar irradiation and Average Load

Figure 4.22: Sensitivity on Solar irradiation and Average load superimposed with LCOE
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Figure 4.23: Sensitivity of Solar irradiation and scale average load superimposed with NPC
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5. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
5.1 Conclusion
The findings show that the wind energy potential of the study area is considerably lower. Although
wind potential may not be sufficient for a large, independent wind system, the analysis has shown
that if wind is integrated with other energy systems such as PV, diesel generator, and batteries etc.,
a viable solution can be obtained. Furthermore, with the available solar energy potential, the results
show that there is that availability of utilizable potential of solar energy in the study area.
Several configurations are simulated within the specified capacity ranges for each of the system
components in HOMER. Based on the results, configuration S1 consisting of solar PV and battery
stood out as the most appropriate optimal system having a capacity of 15.78 kW of solar PV, and
9 batteries having 2.98 kWh nominal capacity each yielded the lowest NPC of 22,427 USD and
LCOE of 0.265 USD/kWh. The LCOE is about 39% higher than the 2019 electricity tariff
developed by UMEME.
Busitema Health Centre III has been relying on diesel generators and the unreliable national grid;
hence, the PV/Diesel/Battery hybrid system will be of great importance in supplying quality
electricity to the health Centre. The findings show that the optimal combination of the PV array,
Genset and electric storage back-up system, is the most viable configuration despite its high
investment cost. Current challenges such as grid instability that affects distribution networks,
causing constant blackouts can be reduced if different sectors are allowed to produce their own
electricity as back-up to the unreliable grid.
The study also revealed that the choice of components is vital in setting the NPC of a project. For
instance, investing in higher capital cost for a good battery with a longer life span can go further
into reducing the LCOE of the project. The chosen batteries have a longer life, which if properly
managed, can make the electrical systems cheaper. The replacement costs through the lifetime of
the project dwindled thereby reducing further the LCOE of the electric system. The overall results
indicate that not only does the hybrid system configurations perform better than base case
simulation with regards to the NPC for all 10 simulations; the results also displayed better
performance in the categories such as electrical, fuel consumption and CO2 reduction.
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Finally, the results of the findings from the sensitivity analysis, as well as information gained from
the entire study can be applied in the design, execution, or development of HRES for any
applications in other locations across the country having similar geographical coordinate as the
site considered in this study.
5.2 Recommendations
The following are recommendations of this research work, that may be useful to researchers and
decision makers. The price of energy systems’ equipment keeps changing and are affected by the
discount rate and inflation rate of the country. Favorable rates enable developers of energy system
to secure financing for the establishment of mini-grids that will have an impact on the cost of
energy in the long run. However, the effect of the discount rate and cost of different equipment
was not discussed during the sensitivity analysis. An in-depth study is therefore recommended for
the impact of changes in the inflation rate, discount rate and equipment costs on the economics of
the optimal system.
The Implementation for this hybrid system in the rural health Centre can serve as a pilot project
for the whole country. This will serve as an impetus for more research, study, and analysis.
Concerning environmental aspects, this kind of hybrid energy system has to be widespread in order
to support the renewable energy policy of the government of Uganda as a way of curbing
deforestation and reduction of greenhouse gas emission.
This study is conducted on one health Centre in Eastern Uganda that is randomly selected. It does
not cover all health Centers in the Region. Future researches should consider extending such work
to other potential sites, so that all the rural health facilities will benefit from the abundant and free
renewable energy resource. The COE for the hybrid system is very high, hence the need to provide
subsidy by the government to minimize the initial cost of the system.
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7. APPENDIX

Figure 7.1: Meteorological data for Busia

Figure 7.2: System Simulation Report
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Figure 7.3: Optimal system and a Base Case

Figure 7.4: Extract of all the Sensitivity Cases
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Figure 7.5: AC Primary Load Daily Profile

Figure 7.6: AC Primary Load Monthly Averages
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Figure 7.7: Power Sources for an Optimal System and Total Electric Load Served
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